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ABOUT US
This is a platform for poets and writers to share their
literary works. We are here to publish outstanding and
thought-provoking work of arts. No barriers, we receive
entries from different parts of the world.
Every writer wants an audience and that is why we are here. Kreative
Diadem is committed to celebrating creativity in writers and poets who give
selflessly to add beauty to our world.
In a nutshell, we want to inform, educate, entertain and inspire the world
through creative works of literature.
We receive submissions from around the world regardless of origin,
background and theme. We believe strongly that our backgrounds should not
be barriers or walls of division but the diversity that unites us.
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ABOUT US
WHY WE ARE HERE

To create an engaging platform for poets, writers and storytellers.

To enhance the visibility for creators of beautiful works of arts.

To craft a treasure chest of resources that can improve the productivity of
writers, poets, authors and storytellers.
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Introduction
“I have left my home, my family, and my job, and I am raising my
voice. To do otherwise would betray those who languish in prison. I
can speak when so many cannot.” – Jamal Khashoggi

To understand what it means to be a rebel will be impossible without
peering into the lonely alleys of journalism, activism, and advocacy.
To paint a rebel in a positive light will evoke the right nods from
those who empathize with freedom fighters and fearless advocates.
Rebels are often outcasts and lonely crusaders who stand for what
they believe to be true and fair. The current landscape of social
media gangsterism might be misleading as it presents rebels as
influence-peddlers and attention lobbyists. But, deep down in our
veins, we know our rebels when we hear their voices.
Perhaps such revered status can be conferred on those who fulfill the
creed of the famous English novelist and critic George Orwell:
“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed:
Everything else is public relations.” This broadens our perspective on
rebellion as a form of social good — a vivid example of setting the
proverbial bag on fire to unleash the hidden cat. A long-standing list
of rebels has gifted us opportunities to experience the meaning of
the Latin maxim, fiat Justitia ruat caelum (let justice be done though
the heavens fall).
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Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi etched a permanent space in the
hearts of advocates clamoring for free press and freedom of one’s
opinions in the Arab world. Khashoggi’s constant reprimand of the
Middle East’s superpowers earned him more than a thousand lashes
but a horrifying death shrouded by mysterious disappearance in the
Saudi Consulate in Istanbul. His pen consistently castigated the
dearth of political rights and civil liberties especially the freedom of
expression in the Arab world. Although Khashoggi’s life was snuffed
out at 60, his fearless life epitomizes a rare definition of a rebel.
Also, caught in the cobweb of injustice meted out to critics of the
Middle East are the likes of Raif Badawi, Saleh al-Shehi, and Nabeel
Rajab. Not all rebels are pen lovers, but one thing stands out; they
are selfless and audacious.
Raoul Wallenberg’s bravery in the last days of World War II saved
tens of thousands of Jews in Nazi-occupied Hungary from Hitler’s
extermination orders. A young Swedish diplomat from an affluent
family defied all odds and devised a plethora of tricks to rescue
thousands of Jews from the noses of terrifying Nazi armies. He led
one of the prominent rescue operations during the Holocaust
through his famous but fake certificates of protection to the Jews.
Wallenberg’s courage took him to the enemies’ gate when he had a
meeting with one of Hitler’s key men, Adolf Eichmann, advising him
to leave the Jews alone and flee for his life. The price of Wallenberg’s
audacity in standing for the Hungarian Jews was a mysterious
disappearance in July 1945, which eventually led to his death.
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In the rebel’s creed, one will effortlessly find Fela Kuti’s lyrics of hope
and emancipation for a people blinded by crass ignorance and
hypnotic quietude. One of Africa’s foremost activists, Fela Kuti
portrayed music as a weapon to fight for freedom and equality. On
the arch of the African human rights movement, Fela Kuti stood out
as a fearless artist with a voice to challenge the corruption of
government officials and deviations toward dictatorship. Fela’s
brazen vocalization of truths through ground-breaking musical beats
won him the hearts of many who consider him to be their charismatic
hero. The consequences of his actions equal countless arrests and
about 20 months in jail after his 1984 arrest.
In a world tending toward moral decline and inhumane activities,
there is a need for more rebels than ever — courageous individuals
who stand for the truth and keep sanity within the precincts of our
ever-degrading planet. However, rebels must remember that there is
always a price tied to the disruption they cause in a society married
to normalcy. With or without pens, the truth must find its way into
the crust of systems built on lies and deception.
In this issue, lies a body of literary works that will challenge the holy
rebel in you, poems that will speak to your soul in wits of bravery and
courage, stories that accentuate the significance of raising a voice
for the minorities in our clans and essays that announce the spirited
fight to believe in the works of African artists.
Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you our second issue ever, Rebel.
I promise that these meticulously selected works of literature will
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inspire and provoke your thoughts in the similitude of what we feel
when we read the stories of heroes with emblems of positive rebellion.
Samuel Osho

Cambridge, Ontario
October 2019
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Lucky Labaya
Strides of Music
That music should
pace as slow as possible.
That what should sail
into ears are stroked strings
of a guitar.
That haste in it means defiance
rides on its meter—
That if it hurries: it isn’t
of the rising dust of stamping feet.
That it isn’t good
for where cartilage narrows.
What
crawls out of some lips is: so
long it thuds hard and it is
impatient enough to pace
hurriedly, it needn’t be given
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a listen.
What about the ones
that now broaden their cheeks from
years of bowing heads after

NF’s tune found its way
into their headphones?
What would have been of
them when they did make yeah
a refrain that overrode their thoughts
as they kept facing the ceiling while
toasting a dice on the floor,
contemplating what a single
squeal could do.
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Michelle Nnanyelugo
Jesse
I peered into the sitting room from the gallery, where I stood
with the lights beaming a smile at the stucco on the wall.
With a fling, I let go of my brother engrossed in a deep
slumber, watching his brain pop out of his small skull — milky
particles mixed with blood and water. The air reeked of the
malodour from his bowels.
The wall belched, echoing Jesse's name. He was just two, my
only brother whom mother bore in her old age. They were
inseparable.
A tiny voice in my head pushed me to throw him. I had nursed
this thought for a long time that I decided to vent my spleen.
By the time I caught a glimpse of mama, her blurry eyes
clouded with tears, sunken cheekbones and pale look, with
trembly knees that could barely carry her, she had slumped.
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Laura Kaminski
Plan for My One Wild and Precious Life
poem honoring, and with lines from, Mary Oliver, 17-January2019
The complexities were beyond me, I couldn't
seem to get beyond the split infinitive
and comma splice, the English grammar that
matters so much when spit-polishing a poem.
I couldn't see the point in layering allusion,
metaphor, and simile so thickly over the top
of a small seed of meaning that it didn't
stand a chance of sprouting and finding its way
up to the surface through the dirt. Wanted
to write, but had the misimpression: poems had
to always be in fancy-dress, lines always had
to be exactly five feet long. Then your
poems found me, offered invitation: just say
what you mean, best you can, informally, your
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readers are your friends, you're together in
the garden, working, weeding, mulching.
So this is what I plan to do with my one wild
and precious life. Say it simple. Low-growing.
Humble. Don't so much look for accolades as give
them, honor human becoming and green-tongue leaf
and purple petal. Oh, violets, you did signify,

and what shall take / Your place?
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Michael Akuchie
A Republic of Wildness
I mean to wear my hair like a slice cut from a collision.
Different from normal people, a republic of wildness.
Out in the streets, they catcall, whistle & hurl stones
existing in the currency of insult.
My folks raise a storm of abuse with no shelter
to keep warm when the wind in their lungs snuffs out itself.
At this point, they leave me & a smile widens
the corners of my mouth.
When I tell them I want to love a woman,
what my father wants is a gun.
When I tell them I could never master love
for a man, my mother rehearses a sermon.
They enforce curfews & sing along with
the preacher on TV. I sit with a blazing heart & a hunger
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for the rest of the world, a desire for the euphoria a kiss
provides.
A fruit forbidden from touch but not from thought.
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Olatunji Uthman
Aunt Mariam
July 10th, 2019. 2:28 am.

Son… She died!
The Kids? When?
No… She! About an hour ago.
I have always disputed what I deem an infamous notion which
recklessly prioritises the value of children over parents—

Children are the Leaders of Tomorrow. It has quite an
appeal, I suppose, but its deeper context is flawed. This
became evident when I wondered if it was possible to become
a leader of tomorrow when your journey towards tomorrowland is not guaranteed.
But much more, I hurt for what was, what there is, and what
could have been. I wept as I framed a mental picture of what
she’d looked like in an obituary, definitely better than how
she looked while alive. Of course, I knew there was no way an
obituary was going to be possible — a picture of the infant
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twins she birthed two hours before her date. But already
distanced by the sacred minutes of 11:59 pm and 12:00 am.
Birth and death, two hours between, and still a day prior.
Death, they say, works in mysterious ways. But the story does
not start here; it started a lot earlier, around 2012.
Aunt Mariam though was not my aunt. She was the spouse
of my uncle, was not a Mariam, because she used to be a
Mary, not a wife, but a girl-who-got-pregnant and maybe her
ordeal with the situation brought another side of her to
surface. This episode of hers was beyond rebellious.
Aunt Mariam was the daughter of the ruling royal family of
Auchi, Edo state. In the snaps of memory that I have of her,
I would suggest she never went beyond the age of 25. And
probably had her first child when she was 18. Aunt Mariam
died a mother, but not a wife. She died, contradicting all laws
set for her by society and family. I know this much about her
because we were quite close, if close would define the
relationship between a sportsman and his spectators. If you
would remember how much you know about your favorite
footballer, punctuate it with the possibility that you could
have intimate conversations with them once a while. Maybe
with also the fact that you happen not to decipher which
emotion to feel for them. I mean, I can only tell what I know.
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Sometime around 2012, mum paced around, the usual pacing
if your sibling gets pregnant or gets someone pregnant. Her
younger brother, whom she fostered, had got a girl pregnant.
Usual proceedings and a few weeks later, she would come to
live with us till she put to bed, a bouncing baby girl. Then she
had moved to a one-room apartment at the dilapidated
family house. Life is not a bed of roses as they say, I believe
this was one of the first talks we had, when she told me how
incessantly her family had been pleading her, right from
when she got pregnant, to abort the baby, and after she gave
birth, to come back home and divorce the invincible marriage
they never had. The way she described life and the tastes she
had though not extravagant, nevertheless classy, suggested
that she was never raised to endure such conditions, so it was
easy back then, even though I never told her, to assume that
she’d go back soon.
Assuming we attribute the sprouts of thorns to the absence
of wealth then she would be described as the epitome
simulation of a living cactus, remember she now lives in a
family house, so you’d picture the what the “usual
proceedings” between a family full of steps would look like.
She would always say, the royal family she came from, even
though they fought under the theme of power, never got the
concept of a family this flawed. The one-sided fights that
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happened, one-sided because she could never afford to be
active, one-sided because she was not built for small fights.
In the wake things as it could only get worse, financially and
emotionally. She began to break down to build a new self;
she went through what could be described as an emotional
mutation. She began to reply the gazes; she began to care
less about the stigma. I remember the day she approached
my mum that she’d love to start a business, and the day she
started to hawk assorted homemade flour products such as
meat-pie, egg-rolls, and fish pie. Her first days make little or
no sales, and she would give my siblings and me the leftovers.
With the absence of her family support, I guess she did much
more than expected; she dared to make decisions and stand
by them. This went on for ages, unlearning rather than
learning, changing rather than growing—she dared to push
beyond the comfort zone. But the story never changed, the
regression continued, her soul continually oppressed, till I
realized that no matter how hard we fight sometimes, some
sins are never forgiven. She had taken a step not meant for
her age, and the price was to be paid.
So, about the same year, I had to leave Lagos, she also did.
She had to move down the scale again. She had to move to
Oyo state, so her husband would be bearing the cost of a
more average life so that maybe, things would get better.
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And while she never went back to the royal life, she always
had the opportunity to go back. I guess the relationship
between her and her mother-in-law never worked out.
Nobody expected it to. Her relationship with her family got
worse of course, and during these ‘bad times, she got
pregnant again. By now, we had started having these
conversations about her dream wedding, and I remember
vividly, she had always said “I would be wearing a blue dress,
a black shoe, and a blue head-tie.” But here was the woman
in her dreams, struggling with another baby. And about two
years later, another one. Six years into the journey of
motherhood with three children to fend for, it was now
impossible to turn back, and I guess that’s what she did — full
on.
With different goals to cater for, we grew apart, and the
discussions stopped. But about a month ago, I heard she got
sick, I called her, and she told me “I am not sick, I would be
putting to bed in a month, the doctors said I might be giving
birth to twins.” With such voice that lacked the happiness of
a potential mother of twins. I guess the princess in her had
finally broken. But life goes on, as her mother-in-law also got
sick and mum and all her children had to visit her. It turned
out Aunt Mariam had contraction issues during the night,
and she was taken to the hospital, and a Caesarean session
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later, she birthed twins. It was celebration for the family, but
I’m not sure for her or her husband. When I would then hear
from mom, she said she died as anyone would sleep, probably
taken for a sleep session, until she refused to wake up when
she was approached to breastfeed the babies. The way
human behavior changes when their fellow dies, left, right
and center, I watched how everyone praised her, even though
they never shared a true smile with her while alive. I wondered
how everyone was able to gather the money required by her
family to pay for her dowry. I wondered how they were still
able to smile at the children she left behind.
Someone had to nurse the infants, turned out to be mum, and
one way or the other, they found a way to transport them
down here. And these days, as I watched the kids retain their
ability to grow despite the absence of mother’s milk. I
wondered if life really had a fate. If life could be so
significantly lived, yet insignificantly spent with dreams and
wishes hanging in the air. I wondered if the kids would ever
know they were only fostered by mum. I wondered what I
would say to them if they ever ask about their mother. Would
I tell them, your mother died on the night I burned the
midnight oil for my GEM106 exam, and even though I was
pained, It didn't stop me from maintaining focus, it did not
stop me from skipping the bus queue the next morning, it did
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not stop you from growing up. That while your mother lived
a remarkable life, she never had any impact. Would I tell
them that, though your mother was birthed Mary, she died
Mariam? That she was raised a princess but died otherwise.
Or that I met her as a young girl with chubby cheeks, but she
died with a sunken face. And even though she was naturally
fair, she died dark. How would I tell them that the day your
mother died, atop the cabinet inside her termite-infested
wardrobe, we found, a specially wrapped polythene bag
containing, a royal blue wedding gown, a pair of black six
inches shoes and a blue gele.
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Ugochuckwu Damian
A Ruined Candle Wax Still Breathes Itself into
Shape
i’ve lost count of the queer bodies burnt this way
i’ve also lost count on how many queer bodies
it will take river niger
to quench the thirst of onitsha men and women
like water, we
take shape
douse our light
& brew colors
for our bodies hold a spectrum

ozomena
my lover
says nothing would happen here
let’s puff our pride like cigarettes
and then wear it like a
halo
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we hold hands
& tremor becomes the impulse
trudging through our bodies
although
we are in south africa,
a bird remembers its way
home
what happens
when the owner destroys its nest

i want to hold unto him
like a figurine holding
unto dust in kaduna
inhaling the harmattan air
i know a
rainbow is an anagram
for any color it wants to be
we will make nigeria out of it
in my dreams
my feet no longer spell fear
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nor jail
nor death
everyday i wake to ozomena
molding nigeria into shapes of tolerance
he is hopeful like a mother
awaiting her only son after a war
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Aguajah Ifeanyi
Relief
You stand in front of Mama Gozie's shop, looking behind at
the stony road as you wait for your change. Along the road
is a student walking, dragging her travel bag noisily behind.
The mere sight of her makes you feel nostalgic because you
think she’s on her way home, and you wish that you, like her,
could pack your belongings and go home without anything
happening, without checking your results months later when
they will be released and seeing mostly F grades, and blank
spaces where there should be scores for your continuous
assessments, for you submitted none of the continuous
assessment workbooks. You had thought the continuous
assessments wouldn't matter very much, that your exams
would fetch you good grades, but, although the results are
not yet out, you know you won't do well in any of the exams.
Now, three weeks after you wrote your last exam, you are still
in school, trying to make things up.
***
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Two weeks earlier, you had been to four different offices, met
three lecturers, and submitted three of the workbooks. Last
week you submitted three, and now there are two left.
Knowing that no lecturer would collect your workbook without
calling you names or asking why you didn't submit earlier,
you always steeled yourself before approaching any of them.
You planned the right words to say, how to say them, when
to say them, and the most appropriate facial expression to
fake while speaking: if, for instance, they ask why you did not
submit earlier, you will make a sickly face and say, "I'm a
‘sickler.’ I had severe crisis, was admitted into the hospital,
and wasn't in school when it was submitted," because merely
saying, "I was sick" will not sound honest enough. I was sick is
the students’ usual sentence for an excuse. Another problem,
you knew, was your hair, your thick, coarse, not-alwayscombed Afro. You decided that you’d comb the hair well
enough this time so that no lecturer would complain as they
mostly did when they saw you in the exam halls. Combing the
hair, however, turned out not to be as helpful as you thought;
the lecturers still complained.
"The hair is too much, why not cut it?" one of the lecturers
had asked, a scowl curling on his face.
"I combed it, sir." You ran your fingers through the hair.
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"It doesn't need to be combed. It needs to be cut. You are not
ladies that don't like water touching their skulls.” He paused,
then, sounding suddenly jovial, he added, “Or are you a
writer? Want to become the next Wole Soyinka?"
You told him no that you are not a writer. You lied. You have
always been a writer. Perhaps if you had said yes, he, like the
bald Mathematics professor at Abuja Building, would have
said, "I knew it. Writers are always weird."
It still baffles you how eager people are to make silly
comments about your hair—even strangers. Once at the
Ogige market, a week or so ago, a boy who looked fifteen
had pulled your hair from behind. You turned, and he said
sorry, that he thought it was someone he knew. He walked
past you and mumbled: Why not go ahead and make braids?
He continued walking, perhaps thinking that you didn’t hear
him, but you did. You felt like pulling him back and punching
him six times in the face.
In classes, before the end of the semester, your classmates
always complained about your hair, said it makes you look
like a small version of the mythical bushbaby. It looks dirty
and unkempt; they’d say, cut it. But you always insisted that
it’s somewhat normal and completely natural. Okay, trim it,
they’d suggest, or at least carve it. You didn’t even comb it,
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why? Sometimes you’d explain: it’s how I feel. There are times
when I apply hair cream and have the hair combed. There
are also times when I feel like carrying it like this. After all,
this is how nature made it be. Other times you’d feel
embarrassed, unable to look them in the face and defend
your choice of hairstyle (is that even a hairstyle?). You’d stare
at the floor silently as they speak, wondering why the way
you wear your hair, untouched—no relaxer, no dye, no cut or
carve—makes people uncomfortable. Well, you know the
truth: Nobody carries African hair like that. If you must carry
massive African hair, you will have to ‘fry’ it so hot with
relaxer, until your scalp starts to burn, until the hair is
loosened and softened, then you paint it black with dye, and
carve regularly—that way, you look appealing. But you don't
like it like that. You want your hair to be as natural as it is
possible to be. Once, though, you had tried to ‘disturb’ the
natural state of the hair, but then it had nothing to do with
the pressure from your peers. You had instead wanted to
stretch the hair in a salon with a hot comb (because you felt
hot comb was natural, more like a stronger comb), to make
it softer, so that your wooden comb—the one given to you by
Grandma, which always reminds you of her and how she
would, while alive, go to hair salons with her wooden comb
and warn the hairdressers not to use their miserable fork-ofRebel | 22

a-comb on her hair—can smoothly pass through it. That
evening, you planned to go to Donkor Hair Salon, but you
intentionally walked past the salon. People will see you walk
into that salon, you thought, and ask: what is a boy doing in
women's salon? So you continued walking away, slowly
though, contemplating whether to go back or keep moving.
Finally, you mustered the courage, turned and headed to the
salon. There were two women therein. You told them you
would want to hot-comb your hair, and one of them told you
to come forward and sit.
"Not now oo. I just wanted to know how you do it," you said.
"I know. We need to know if the hair is grown enough." She
brought a metallic device, shoved it into your hair, and pulled.
"This virgin hair," she said in Igbo. "It's not much, but we can
be stretching small small, unless you relax it a little." Relaxer?
No, no, no. You thanked them and left the salon. Later you
sent your cousin a WhatsApp message, telling her that you’d
want to soften your hair, does she have some suggestions?
She wrote you back and suggested that you try using hair
moisturizer and okuma but warned you not to use a relaxer.
You sniggered at the warning. She didn’t know how much you
disliked relaxer.
***
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Mama Gozie, after searching through her apron, brings out
your change. But first, she hands you the loaf of bread and
tin of milk which you’ve already paid for, then the change—a
crisp hundred naira, a dirty two-hundred naira, and a twenty
naira looking disgustingly pale, as if it had been repeatedly
washed unknowingly while in the pocket. You’ve taken all her
change, she says. You smile timidly and then turn to leave.
"Ngwanu, bye-bye," she finally says.

By half-past noon, you walk into an office inside the school
and meet a charcoal-black, gentle-looking man sitting before
a wooden table. His almost perfectly oval head so smoothly
shaved that it glistens. You've never seen a head this oval
and skin so dark. God, you think, this man is so black. The
shape and colour of his head bring to your mind, an image
of a huge kuro-tamago or black egg. Laughter crawls up your
throat, but you dare not let it out.
"Good afternoon sir," you greet. "I'm looking for Mrs. Nze."
"Mrs. Nze is not around," he says. "What can she do for you?"
"I want to submit my CA.”
"You want to submit your CA," he says, half question, half
statement. Smirk curls on his face and dread engulf you. Your
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heart feels like it's about to dissolve into your gut. Now, you
think what the lady in the General Office said is true. There
in the General Office, minutes ago, when you said you
wanted to see Mrs. Nze, the middle-aged lady asked you why,
you told her, and she said, "CHM 122? We are planning to
publish the results, and you’re here talking of CA.” She
snapped her fingers.
You stood there, shaking slightly. Then you asked, "Where
can I see her?"
"She's not in school," the woman said. "But her office is there—
that small building." She pointed through the window at a
small, yellow building with orange roofing.
And now, inside the small, yellow building is this man with a
head like a black egg staring at you, as if you're the weirdest
person he's ever set eyes on.
"Which course is that?" he asks.
"CHM 122," you say.
"Which department?"
"MLS." Suddenly, the abbreviation sounds impolite. "Medical
Laboratory Science,” you quickly add.
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"You are in Med Lab? Do you know her?" He points at the
girl swinging on the swivel chair beside him. You are a little
surprised that you’re just noticing her presence now.
"No." You shake your head.
"I don't know him either," the girl says quickly, as if in defense.
"And you're a regular student?" the man asks.
"Yes."
"Have you seen me before?"
You nod, and he says, "Now take a look at yourself. Do you
look like a student?"

What's he talking about? You ignore the question.
"I’m actually the one in charge of CA, and the only reason
why I’ll collect this late submission from you is simply because
I’m in a good mood today. Just see how bushy your hair is.
You’re in the university doesn't mean you wear your hair
anyhow. Try cutting this bush. Do you hear me?” He pauses,
and then says, “Well, drop the workbook on the table." You
do and then look at the girl on the swivel chair. Her hair is
grown and not braided. But from every indication it’s been
‘relaxed.’ You are nearly sure the man doesn’t complain about
her hair. Why? Because she’s a girl or because her hair has
been ‘fried’?
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He's a good man; you conclude as you leave the office. But
you do not like that he doesn't like your hair. Maybe, just
maybe, if you ‘relaxed’ it like the girl’s, he would not have
complained. But you did not, and, hopefully, you never will.
You are somewhat concerned about making dreadlocks,
consistently thinking of who, between Mum and Aunty Kate,
will react more violently when you finally wear the dreadlocks.
Aunty Kate, maybe. She has to be the fiercest person you've
come across in life. When you were in primary four, school
dismissed, and instead of going home, you went into the
school field, chasing grasshoppers. The result was countless
strokes from Aunty Kate that left marks scattered randomly
on your back. It's over ten years this happened, but the
memory is still fresh. Though, you’ve overgrown the 'flogging
stage.' Aunty Kate can only yell at you now. And as for Mum,
she may not be a problem. You will make the dreadlocks!
You head to the General Studies Department to submit
another workbook. As you walk, you remember the middleaged lady in the General Office. Why did she say that results
are ready to be published when workbooks can still be
submitted? She lied. Why did she?
***
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You live in a small self-contained apartment at Hill-Top. The
apartment is as tiny as your room at home in Enugu, but
despite the size, everything a student will possibly need,
including a bathroom and a kitchen, is squeezed to fit in. At
one part of the room, behind your reading desk, is an opening
leading to the bathroom and kitchen. The two rooms are
directly opposite each other, and between them is a space
where a sink is tacked to the wall. Under the sink are your
water containers. The building, a blue three-story house, sits
atop a rocky hill not far from the school. While staring from
the balcony, you can have a clear view of the Nnamdi Azikiwe
Library and the Pharmacy Building amidst other smaller
buildings inside the school. Sometimes when it rained, you
feared that the soil and the red pebbles on the hill would be
washed away by the rain and that the building would
collapse. But it never happened.
The following day, the day you hope to submit the last of the
workbooks, you wake in your apartment by five a.m., your
eyes feeling heavy, glowing red like those of a bush rat
escaping the hunter's cloud of smoke. That has been
happening to you for over ten days now. Perhaps, considering
that you slept around twelve and woke by five, it could be
said you did improve in some ways. For in the past days, you'd
sleep around one a.m. and wake around three. Since the
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school closed, and as other students travel home, with you
moving from one lecturer’s office to another, you’ve found
yourself sinking into anxiety. The anxiety makes you sleepless.
It’s within these past days that you understood the true
meaning of insomnia—a topic you've read on blogs and
magazines and texts but couldn't make meaning out of it.
And in these two weeks as well, you have always thought
about Mum, the person who made you nearly obsessed with
the term 'insomnia' in the first place. Yes, Mum always
complained about insomnia, and whenever she did, you'd feel
like saying to her: "Lie down, close your eyes, and sleep will
come. It's as easy as that. You just don't want to sleep!"
Now that you, too, have lain down, closed your eyes, even
tried listening to Enya's music with the hope of drifting to
sleep, but did not, you’ve understood how it happens.
Experience may be the best teacher, after all.
It is dark outside, but you don't know the precise time. Your
phone is down now, and you don't have a clock or a
wristwatch either, so you can only rely on instinct. Sometime
ago, you had woken at a time like this, your phone down, no
watch, no clock, and everywhere dark. You turned on your
solar lamp, assumed it was four a.m., boiled some water and
set a bucket of water ready for bathing. Then light came in.
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You charged your phone, switched it on, and checked the
time: 12:03 a.m. You hope such a thing does not happen now.
You turn on your solar lamp and sit on your reading desk.
No, you don't want to read. You want to complete a short
story you began writing six days earlier.
You sit there for minutes, thinking, constructing, and
arranging sentences in your mind. Sometimes your thought
wanders off, and you think that writing is such a difficult
thing to do. Energy-draining, life-sucking. Could it be the
reason why writers die before sixty-five? Shakespeare,
Dickens, Aristotle, you name them. No, no, you berate
yourself. Gordimer died at 91, Mahfouz died at 94, Morrison
is 87 and still appears healthy. It can't be writing killing
people.
When the writing seems to flow easily, you look through the
window and see that it is already bright outside. You rise,
ready to start the day's activity in earnest.
By four p.m., you are seated before the Physics Department.
You've been here since morning, but the lecturer you want to
see just arrived minutes ago. You stand and stare into one of
the glass windows. Understanding that your hair has curled
into tight, tiny balls, you wonder yet again why you have to
comb it in the first place.
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You walk into the building and knock at the lecturer's door,
he tells you to come in, and you do. The man seems to be in
a hurry that he doesn't notice your hair. He asks what he can
do for you, and you tell him you’ve come to submit a
workbook. Someone knocks at the door, pushes it open and
comes in, carrying a heap of books—workbooks, actually. She
greets the lecturer and tells him she wants to submit her
workbook.
"The both of you, keep the workbooks here,” he says. Pointing
at a notebook, he adds, “Sign on the page and leave my
office." The two of you move closer to his table and drop the
workbooks. You open the notebook he earlier pointed at and
begin to flip through the pages, searching for a space to
write your name and sign. Then you hear him ask the girl why
she did not submit earlier.
"I submitted to our course rep, only to come to our class later
and find it on the floor," she says, and you turn to look at her.
She's lying; it's telling on her face. You want to laugh, but
that won’t be nice. You keep your upper and lower teeth in a
tight grip to suppress the laughter.
"Hey!" a voice calls after you've left the office and walked
some distance away from the building. You turn and it's the
girl. She's wearing a backpack now. Perhaps the heap of
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books she was carrying earlier is currently inside the bag;
she’s holding just one notebook at the moment.
"Do you know where I can submit my CHM CA?" she asks and
you offer to help. You tell her to wait for you, so you can go
to Carver Building and submit for her. You return minutes
later and tell her you've submitted it. She thanks you, and
you say, "You're welcome."
You walk a few more minutes and then stop before Kwame
Nkrumah Road. Flashy cars are running the tarred road at a
very high speed. In most of these flashy cars, a young man
sits on the driver's seat, hands on the steering, while a much
older man in a suit sits in the back seat. But they are at a
very high pace you don't notice this. Even campus shuttles—
green minibuses and taxis with a thick white line running
across them like a necklace—are at high speed, stopping
abruptly beside the green, stationary boards on which
‘Shuttle Stop' is written boldly in white. You wonder if these
drivers are oblivious to the fact that they are inside the school
campus. They can knock someone down, and every finger will
point at Ekwensu. Is it because the semester has ended that
they gained the sudden liberty to drive this fast? Or has it
always been like this?
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You can't even tell now. A sudden feeling descends on you—
a feeling of loneliness and homesickness. You think of home,
about your brother Nnanugo. What would he be having for
lunch? Maybe semolina and egusi soup garnished with meat
and fish and pomo. When was the last time you had such
sumptuous meal? Maybe two months ago, when you last
came home. Then, the school stress was getting on your
nerves. You felt you needed a break, so you packed some of
your belongings and traveled home, ignoring ongoing school
activities. Let the worst happen. You spent a whole week at
home, doing nothing but sleep, wake, eat and repeat the
cycle. Now it seems like you are paying unfairly for that
memorable week.
You think of Mum. She has not called you for six days now—
you are keeping count. Before these six days, however, she
was calling almost disturbingly, telling you to come home,
and you kept saying that some things are holding you in
school. Maybe she felt she needed to let you be and so
stopped calling. But does she not know you don’t have
foodstuffs and enough money?
"Hey!" A voice jolts you into reality. You turn, and it's the girl
you met in the lecturer’s office.
"So where are you going to now?" she asks, coming closer.
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"I don't really know," you say. "Maybe find a strong hotspot
and check out some videos on YouTube." You then remember
that your phone is down, but you don’t tell her.
"Oh! That's cool, but how about taking a stroll? Me and you?"
She asks, and you remain silent as if thinking of what to say.
"Do you mind?" she presses, and you say no, you don't mind.
She stretches her hand, you stretch yours, forming a loose
grip with hers. You start walking down. You don't even know
where you are going to. Maybe Odim Gate or Ikoku Junction,
you can't say. But you are walking.
After a considerable moment of silence, you ask why she did
not submit her workbooks earlier. She looks at you, laughs,
and says, "You, is it not the same thing that has kept you
here?"
"It is oo, but I also wanted to spend some extra time here
before traveling."
"Spend some time here? Who does that?" Her voice almost a
scream. "Everyone knows Nsukka is not the best of places.
The weather is always cold, always drizzling. The environment
is not even safe—snakes here and there. Last week alone, we
killed three snakes in our lodge. One—a green one—climbed
into my friend’s apartment through the window. That my
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friend, her apartment is on the third floor, but the snake
climbed into it—through the window oo! Even the sellers here
are so stingy. Imagine, I once bought Akara worth fifty naira.
The woman put six balls, and after she counted and saw there
are six instead of five, she removed one. That was so
annoying, you know."
You know about sellers’ tight-fistedness here. You equally
know about the abundance of snakes here in Nsukka. You
first saw a live snake here—inside a gutter at the Vice
Chancellor's Quarters. It must have seen you first and seeking
a hiding place when you looked into the gutter and saw it
running crookedly. It wasn’t a huge one, but it sent shivers
into your body that day. It continued running until it was
hidden under a slab of concrete. But then you can't imagine
snakes climbing as high as the third floor and entering
people's apartments through the window. Well, it's too early
to accuse her of telling lies, so you remain quiet. And then,
there is something about this girl, the way she speaks, her
originality, her boldness. Not every girl on campus will tell
you they eat Akara. But this one? She doesn't even mind.
Somehow, she reminds you of the pride-filled Kosara who
broke up with you after you teased her amidst her friends
about how she looked so elegant in a cheap dress worth twoRebel | 35

hundred naira only. This girl here won’t be offended at such
joke, would she?
Your mind quickly drifts back to the present, and as if you
believe this girl, you ask, "Six snakes in a week? Where is that,
please?"
"Hill-Top."
"You stay at Hill-Top?"
"Yes."
"Me too.”
The stroll is still in progress…
"So what's the name?" she asks.
"Chizitere. You?"
"Anwazina,"
"What? What does it mean?"
"Its literal translation—Stop tempting me."
"Oh, beautiful. You’re the first I'm meeting with this name. It
seems Igbos are exploring the language, digging out fresh
names for their kids. My aunt named her children Nwadebe
and Gbanite—meaningful names, but strange.”
"Yes, names starting with ‘chi’ are now cliché."
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"Not including mine. How many people answer Chizitere
kwanu?"
"Well, so long as there's 'chi,' it’s still a cliché." Laughter
follows.
You reach Ikoku Junction and cross to the road leading to
the school pitch, which further leads to the Faculty of Arts,
where well-trimmed hedges stand like green blankets cast
over well-arranged tables. At the Faculty of Arts, you stop, sit
on the concrete seat under a Melina tree, and chat for a
while.
"It's getting late," you say finally, pointing toward the sky. The
sun, orange and dull, is sinking below the horizon, and
darkness is gradually descending.
***
You return to your apartment feeling tired, your legs heavy
as logs of wood soaked in water. It’s cold and lonely inside
your room. If it were three or four weeks earlier, your nextdoor neighbor Williams would be indoor, playing Cardi B,
coming to your room only to borrow lighter or cooker, and
saying, "my gas just finished." The pharmacy student living
opposite, who likes eating noodles with eggs, would have had
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the entire building pervaded by the smell of eggs frying. But
everyone has gone for the holidays.
You bolt the door, undress and crawl into bed in your red
boxer-shorts and white vest. You heave a deep sigh and close
your eyes. Then there is a knock on the door. It comes again,
and the only thing you can think of is armed robbers. Last
week, when there were still few students left in the lodge, they
came in the night, packed every footwear outside and left.
Maybe they've come armed this time.
Rising from the bed, you ask, "Who's there?"
A voice says, "It's me.” A soft voice. A female voice. A nonthreatening voice.
You open the door, surprised to see Anwazina standing
before you. You stare at her and she stares back.
"You came?" you ask. "How come?"
"I knew you live here. Just wanted to be sure. Won't you tell
me to come in?"
"Batawa, come in please." She comes in, you close the door,
and every other thing happens swiftly.
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The following morning, you are in a minibus, on your way
home. Not even halfway into the journey, and this eightyyear-old-looking woman is already snoring beside you. A
lecturer is sitting by your right, marking some scripts. The
road is not free of potholes, but the driver doesn't want to
slow down. He keeps turning the steering swiftly as if making
a complete 360-degree-turn repeatedly. The result is the car
moving crookedly like a snake-like the one you saw at the
Vice Chancellor's Quarters. Passengers keep complaining,
saying: Driver, nwayo, take it easy.
You think of yesterday, of everything that would have
happened. Had everything went uninterrupted, it would have
been your first. A first experience that would have opened
the door for you to share in your friends' strange bravery.
You would have been excited to announce to them that you
are man enough, that you've ‘knacked' a girl. Then, with their
eyes bulging, they would ask, "Who?" But you wouldn't tell
them. You close your eyes and try to imagine, conjuring up
images of last night: her fingers with multicolored nails
splayed on your chest. Your head is moving around her neck
and bosom, wetting them with your saliva. Your low groans.
Her soft sighs. And then the call—the phone call that brought
everything to an abrupt end.
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After she had received the call, she remained still for some
seconds and then pushed you away, gently though.
"What is it? What did I do?"
"It's not about you," she said and told you that her mother
has just passed away. A heavier silence descended. She rose
and walked out of the room. You stood at the doorstep,
watching her walk away, feeling guilty for your inability to
help.
Now, inside this minibus, you think of your mother. What if
you return and she's no more? No! God forbid. There are so
many things you want to tell her: why did she not call you?
Does she not know you have no foodstuff or money? God,
you pray, protect my mum. The next second you are stunned
at what you just did—you just prayed? Your hypocrisy stares
at you. When life goes smoothly, and you are comfortable,
you proudly profess your atheism, telling everyone how crazy
they are to believe—or even think—that there is a being who
sits above, watching over humans. Then, when things turn
awful, awful in the way no one—no mortal—can help, you
subconsciously call God. And although you do not pray with
the kind of faith that breathes life into a rotting corpse, or
the kind that manipulates results, going into the computer
database, wiping off an F and replacing with a C or B, or
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even an A, and going ahead to make the changes reflect
everywhere they had previously appeared as F, you feel
relieved whenever you do—a sort of relief that simply comes
with speaking and pouring out your emotion.
You bring out your phone from your pocket, log in to
Facebook, and scroll through your news feed. You pause and
read Naijagist's headline: Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie Wants

to Know Why Hillary Clinton's Bio Begins with ‘Wife.’
You click and read some of the comments:

– Can she focus on writing and stop deceiving young girls?
– She’s just an angry woman.
– Wait, did you guys see the video or just read a headline
and jumped into conclusion SMH…
You scroll down and see a post from a Facebook friend:

It is shocking that many of you who have powerfully preached
the 'live let live' idea are the same people defending
Chimamanda for being emotional…
That's how far you can read. You tap the block button, but
on second thought, decide not to block him. You put his
account on a thirty-day-snooze and exit from Facebook.
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The lecturer beside you is now complaining loudly about
‘students of these days.’ They do nothing else but always have
their lazy eyes glued to the phone, he says. He’s obviously
saying this because of you. You bring your headphones from
your bag, connect to your phone and plug to your ears. After
some dragging and tapping on the screen, Sia's Confetti
begins to play in your head.
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Pamilerin Jacob
Prayer: Air
breathing mindfully, you are
already finding a refuge in your breath…
- Thich Nhat Hanh
was it not Simone Weil who said
of prayer:

an attention absolutely unmixed…

my brother prays in the holy ghost
I too, pray in something holy

corporeal

these lungs, tireless as a turbine
churn

my thoughts

blobby

see, I

too rebuke darkness by panting
23,040 times a day

cathedral of awareness

I am the straightening of pleats
filling the day’s apertures.

warm breath

&

in church
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when the pastor says
deeply

pray, I breathe

count the hairs on my middle finger

as they rise somewhere in the follicles, a
man is heaving, prostrate. an

executioner’s blade midair
about to cure Africa of one less apostate
&—the man—he pays attention
only
to his breath.
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Frances Ogamba
“I would change how the world perceives
women”

Kanyinsola Olorunnisola: Congratulations on winning the
Koffi Addo Prize for Non-fiction. Your entry was absolutely
amazing. How did it feel winning? I doubt you were surprised,
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I mean you were nominated for both the fiction and nonfiction categories. You were the star of the event already.
Frances Ogamba: Thank you, K. I must confess that when my
name was announced, I wasn’t as thrilled as I was when the
shortlist announcements came. Making the two shortlists was
my real win, like it was quite surreal. When friends crowded
around me at Kampala and asked how I felt, I was short of
words. I didn’t know what to say, didn’t want to hurt their
feelings. (Lol.) Yet, winning began to feel exciting only a day
or two later when my name splashed across many news sites.
KO: So, what next for Frances Ogamba? Should I clear my
shelf for the next Booker-winning novel?
FO: A collection of short stories, perhaps. Almost every writer
I meet wonders why I am not writing one yet. Writing a booklength story is equally appealing, but I am struggling with
what ideas to stretch that long. I sincerely admire people who
wake up with their heads brimming full with novel ideas.
KO: What does the word "rebel" mean to you? And I mean
that in two contexts: social justice and the African literary
traditions.
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FO: I choose to think of ‘rebel’ as the act of going against
the norm, shattering boundaries and daring to spill over the
lines. In social justice, activists who rage in their small Twitter
and Facebook corners, who hold up placards in the face of
an injustice or a need are rebels.
Storytelling, as an integral chunk of the traditions in Africa,
is thriving and has no fixed styles of delivery. What happens
is that writers respond to the contemporary times through
their stories, and sometimes the literature we read from other
continents influence us. But then the human mind is fluid and
assumes any form when hit by a thought or an idea. This is
why we have writers narrating in styles so different from what
we are used to. This may be a form of rebellion. Look at Tram
83 for example, what the author did with all those characters
and events, cramming that entire world into a book,
replicating the noise in our heads.
KO: Who would you describe as the ultimate rebel? Why?
FO: There are many women and men who speak up against
hostile customs. I don’t think of any as the ultimate rebel
because all their fights are valid. But I respect people who
fight from very uncomfortable corners, especially in
religiously conservative societies. I revere women especially
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(because they bear the brunt of unjust laws) who speak up
in countries like Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Iraq, South Africa,
Nigeria and the other countries like these where women are
placed many rungs lower than men. There is Mariam Awaisu,
there is Fakhriyya Hashim, there is Alaa Salah.
KO: If you could change one thing about the world...just one
thing at this exact moment, what would it be?
FO: I would change how the world perceives women.
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Gimbiya Galadima
Mille
She was crying again, and you resisted the urge to shake her.
To tell her how much you loved her and wanted her
acceptance. It was worthless trying, she would reach for the
big Bible beside her bed; then tell you what happened to
children who disobeyed their parents. You remained a child
in her eyes, even though you were weeks shy of twenty. It
hadn't always been like that, Dad's passing put the taste of
life's bitter-leaf in your mouth. There was no one to talk to,
and your razor blade provided some relief. The tattoos
masked the scars on your arms, and the haircut covered the
bald patches your fingers had ripped out themselves. You
thought of Dad, and the suffering that swallowed the house.
Your arms wrapped around her as she cried this time, your
Mille.
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Hauwa Nuhu
But This is Not a Poem about Rain
outside, the wind holds my window by the sides, gingerly.
the sound is the quiet jiggle of a woman's waistbeads
outside, the rain beats down with vengeance
for a sin only the earth knows
but this is not a poem about rain.
there's a finality to the voice a heart assumes
when it begins to writhe for its lover
a memory could curve into vision,
try to civilize itself into a distraction.
(and there, you will see
that remembrance
and forgetfulness wear the same skin)
you could assemble all the songs your bones know,
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have them singe themselves into the present.
each trying to outclass the other
in their race to the heavens
the rain could rage louder and louder,
drown out the origin of any form of sound.
that voice,
it will stay.
it is not in the nature of hearts to be bullied.
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Emmanuel Charity
A Stride into a Faint Hope
When Geoffrey first saw his mother crying, he thought he
imagined it. He blinked thrice to confirm his sight and rushed
to where she was at once. Her gaze was fixed to the distant
space, and she did not seem surprised by his presence when
he stooped closely beside her. She was sitting on an old stool,
her sobs consistently slow. She reached out often to the loose
end of her wrapper to wipe her streaming tears.
Geoffrey moved closer to her, "Mama...not again. Mama..." He
knew she would not say anything, not when she was still
sobbing. He put his arm around her gently and patted her
shoulder consolingly. Her blouse was torn by the shoulder,
revealing only the threadbare on the opening, its original
bright red had faded into a dull maroon. She had worn it
along with a few other blouses for a long time now, but it was
obvious that this once red blouse had outdone its destiny on
her part. Geoffrey covered it with his palm and looked away,
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she would certainly wear beautiful dresses when things got
better.
He tapped her gently by the arm to see if she was done
brooding, but she remained still, and except for the
occasional sighs she heaved, she said nothing. Her eyes were
sunken from worries and tears. Geoffrey hated to see her in
this mood and he always tried to prevent it. He patted her
more consolingly and rested his head gently on her shoulder.
It was early evening and it was mildly cold outside, the moon
had coyly withdrawn into the dark clouds, and everywhere
would have been enveloped in a gloomy darkness, but for the
twinkles of the stars. Safely in the arms of her son, Geoffrey,
Shenente's mind drifted slowly to the beginning of everything
when things did not seem too bad until it became worse and
complicated, and she ceased to be a mere spectator of her
life....
*** ***
It was seventeen years ago when Shenente's hand was first
sought for in marriage. She was the third and only surviving
child of the three children her mother bore and being a
beautiful damsel, suitors had come earlier than usual seeking
for her hand in marriage. Barely two years into marriage,
Badji, her husband, changed from being the gentle and
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caring man she was familiar with. Initially, Shenente thought
it was only because his palm trees did not yield much produce
that year, which resulted in the financial setback he suffered
that accounted for his change in attitude, but it did not seem
entirely so after a while. At the time, she already had
Geoffrey who was barely four months old, after four
successive miscarriages.
First, Badji stopped providing food for the family. Shenente
went begging from neighbours and later resorted to
cultivating a little garden at the backyard of the house to
survive. Before long, survival depended lesser and lesser on
the little produce from the garden and she soon went into
farming maize and other such produce on lands that were
meant to be built upon, whenever a land was being prepared
for construction, she moved to another.
The first time Badji asked her for food during that period
seemed like a mere joke. Earlier that day, she had felt so
weak that she could not go to the farm, and when hunger
struck, she enlisted the help of a neighbour for a little
foodstuff. Grateful, she prepared the food quickly, but before
sunset, the bowl was emptied, and she knew she was going to
sleep hungry especially as Geoffrey had not been weaned. It
was later that evening that Badji arrived, demanding for
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food. " Woman! You heard me correctly, ko? I don't want to
repeat myself, kinji? I'm waiting for my food, and now." She
sat still, wondering if it was all a joke, even waiting for the
end of the joke was painful enough. She adjusted her
wrapper before she spoke up, "All day long you leave me
alone with the kid promising to return soon, only to disappear
into thin air..." before she finished talking, she found herself
on the ground screaming, "Wayo! What have I done to you?
Oh! My ears, Badji..." With her hands on her left cheek she
received some more thunderous slaps, then swift but firm
kicks until she could not hear herself scream.
She laid there on the floor willing herself to cry, but she could
not find the strength. She heard Geoffrey's shrill cry, and
wondered if he was hurt too, but she could not move her head
in his direction to confirm her fears. Just then, Badji advanced
towards her again. Fear gripped her. "Help... before he kills
me, help....m.....ee...pls." A few neighbours had gathered and
were pleading from without, asking for pardon on behalf of
the offender. The very instant Badji heard their voices, he
went wild. He went to the room where he kept his digging
equipment, he picked one crooked long stick with thorny edge
along with a cutlass and went out to meet them at the
entrance of the house. Before he got very close, the small
crowd had got wind of it and were swiftly dispersing.
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One man, Gajere, who first took to his heels while letting out
the cry for others to run, was mistakenly stepped on and had
his slippers pulled off by a young girl who was also on the
run for her life, "Ya...wayo! Wayo!" he screamed as he went
back swiftly to put it back on. Upon bending down hurriedly
to put the slippers back on, his weakly fastened trousers and
dirty boxer pulled downwards, exposing nearly all of his
buttocks. He sighted Badji angrily coming closer. He let out
a sharp cry, left his slippers, and ran dragging his trousers
by the waist, while pulling up his boxer beneath. He kept
shouting; cursing the unfortunate girl who pulled his slippers,
promising that if he got off Badji's hook that evening, he
would never in his life go out to attend to any cries for help
thence forth. Luckily, he escaped narrowly, and as was his
nature, circulated a well-concocted false account of the story
to the community before daybreak.
After their dispersal, Badji simply went into the room, while
Shenente laid helplessly in the sitting room with Geoffrey
crying and tugging at her blouse as if to wake her up. The
same thing happened the following day and next. As she
could not bear the pains any longer, she took to the advice
of Maimu, her confidant. In the days that followed, whenever
Badji returned home and demanded food, she provided it to
avoid rounds of beatings. The hardship, however, was borne
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by Shenente with a degree of perplexity and harsh reality,
and as if the burden was not enough, she soon found that
she was pregnant.
For days, she sought for the right time and mood to inform
her husband on the new development. Then one evening,
after he finished eating, he asked why she wanted to talk
with him. "Actually, I've been wondering how to tell you this,"
she paused to catch her breath and tried to sound as softly
as possible, "I'm ermm...pregnant, and as it is, I think it's
important to rest more and..." "Who got you pregnant?" He
looked her over disgustingly and stood up, " You've got no
mouth to answer, ko? Ciki din, who owns it, stupid?" Shenente
was too dumbfounded to reply, he kept looking her over
angrily as if to find the foetus in her stomach. This was what
she feared, and it was happening now. She stood up quietly
to avoid any verbal conflict, but he grabbed her hand
roughly just in time and dealt her a slap across her face. It
blurred her vision and left her lightheaded. She fell. He
consistently kicked her fiercely, " Get up, answer me! Answer
me!! Do you think I'm joking with you?" Shortly afterwards,
she did not feel anything and everywhere seemed too dark
to see through. She passed out.
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The following day, Shenente woke up to the smile of a middleaged woman whom she recognized as one of the local nurses
in the community. ‘’ I knew you would wake up around this
time. How do you feel, now?" She tried to reply, but the sharp
pain in her head kept her back. The nurse felt her head with
the back of her hand and nodded as if to say everything was
going well. Badji stood at a distant corner in the room, a
penitent look written all over him. When he heard the nurse
talk with Shenente, he moved closer to the bed and gently
held her hand, "Sorry. Errm... how are you feeling now?"
Shenente stared at him for a long time, expressionless and
closed her weak eyes. She had lost the baby.
"I came around to check on you several times, but your
husband refused to allow me or anybody in." Maimu started
upon sighting Shenente in her compound. She reached out
for a stool and balanced an old bench resting on the wall
beside her door. " Yes. He told me specifically about your
visits and how he prevented you from seeing me." "How are
you now?" Shenente shrugged before she found an answer, "
Better, now." But Maimu did not seem convinced, she moved
closer to her, examined her for a moment and shook her head
slowly, "You were badly wounded, Shenente. You have to do
something about the situation you're in," Shenente kept
looking into the distance as if she did not hear anything. "
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you better do something about the situation you're in." She
repeated affirmatively. Shenente sat on the stool and sighed
deeply. Her face was swollen and her left eye had nearly
completely closed up. Maimu reached out for her hand,
patted it gently and shared the known silence. "What should
I do? Will I kill him to solve my problem?" Shenente managed
to say after a while, breaking the silence. She stretched out
her legs tiredly, her wrapper had come loose, but she ignored
it, allowing it roll slowly away from the knot, revealing a
yellow underskirt. Her wrapper looked dirty, the pink Ankara
with a cream- coloured flowery design had changed to a pale
purple and light brown. She rubbed her eyes, pursed her lips
and continued shaking her legs slowly, her mind obviously
faraway. "Has he spared you your life to solve his?" Maimu
asked calmly as though she had said something else. "If that
will stop the problem. lf that will make you get the peace you
deserve. You lost a baby, you just did." She looked straight
at Shenente with furrowed brows, her eyes roamed angrily,
seeking something she could not find. "I don't think so,
Maimu." She could not understand the sudden anger in
Maimu now, and the sneer on her face at her response left
her clueless. "Really think, Shenente. Think. You just lost a
baby. Anything but a man who can put you to death by
physical violence or other means." Shenente looked away and
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tied her wrapper loosely. The discussion was not obviously
leading somewhere comforting. " I thought Badji would
continue to demand for food these past few days like he used
to, but he hasn't." She said, finally. "Which could have
generated rounds of beatings. Gaskiya, God saved you, but
you might need to save yourself afterwards. God has done
His part." Shenente looked at Maimu more closely, she looked
so distant and different, as if she was suddenly possessed
and she talked like a goddess who was addressing a spirit
that remained invisible to those around. She did not look like
the same person who had been offering the pieces of advice
before in a very consoling manner. The two sat in silence, it
was a different silence and it seemed like they were sharing
their thoughts.
Occasionally, their silence was disrupted by their deep sighs,
and their eyes met. "Let me see what I can do at the farm,
Maimu." "Ina? You cannot go to the farm today. Go and have
your rest, I will send some foodstuff to you later. You have to
be fine, first. " Maimu reached for her leg and squashed a
fly, her eyes showed that she was disturbed by something
invisible, and it was not the fly which she directed her anger
at. " Thank you, my Mother Theresa, God will reward you
favourably." That was what she called Maimu whenever she
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received something so timely from her."Amen, go and have
some rest, Shenente."
When Shenente got home, she went straight to the room
where Geoffery was laid, he was still sleeping. She heaved a
sigh of relief, grateful she had not left him crying all the while
she was at Maimu's place. She stood pondering over all that
happened at Maimu's place. What was Maimu suggesting as
the next line of action to end the problems she was going
through? Her mind raced at the thought of ever retaliating
when she tried to picture it in her mind's eyes. A lizard
crawled in, nodding and looking stealthily around for which
turn it should take, it picked up a piece of corn and swallowed
it hurriedly, revealing a tiny red tongue, nodding as if to
confirm that it tasted great, then it headed for the door
leading to the passage. Shenente sat looking at the lizard
mindlessly, just then, Geoffery woke up crying. She picked him
up tiredly and slid her left nipple into his small mouth, but he
did not suck it quickly as usual, he kept his mouth open and
did not hold the breast until the milky juice dropped into his
mouth. The instant he tasted the milk, he sucked hungrily at
the nipple and Shenente pressed it farther into his mouth.
Whatever caused his hesitations which she noticed recently
whenever she breastfed him, she was yet to understand,
maybe he wanted to be weaned, she thought, briefly. She
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would go and see Maimu when she felt better. For now, she
needed to rest, fatigue racked her entire body, and she
wondered what it was that made her think she could do any
work at the farm initially, it must be very wrong.
The moment Shenente stepped into Maimu's compound few
days later, she knew something had gone amiss. The
compound was in a state of disarray and she itched to know.
The old stool was lying on its side and it looked like it had
been flung across by somebody angry. The one-legged bench
which was usually placed slantly across the wall was lying
carelessly on the ground and the part of the bench which
served as the only leg of the bench was pulled outwards. This
was unlike Maimu. She looked around for more signs, the
ground which had sand finely spread across the compound
was scattered about with footprints like it had been wrestled
on. Obviously, some persons had violently trampled on it.
Shenente moved closer, her mind racing. Fear seized her
when she did not get the usual response from Maimu after
her usually loud salutation. Just when she was pondering
hastily on what could have happened, she heard a faint voice
call her name from within the house. "She...nen...te..." It was so
faint and distant as though it was a voice tired from a long
journey calling from afar. Apart from that, it must have taken
the person a lot of energy to have muttered her name a
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second time. She felt a slow movement on her toes and looked
down. A little cockroach had crawled on her left foot, it
walked very slowly and stopped as if indecisive about where
exactly it should go. She shook it off swiftly and headed for
the place where the faint call came from. As soon as she
touched the ash coloured curtain to go in, she noticed a
bloodstain in the middle. It stood there in all its brightness,
the patch formed the shape of a flying bird at the centre.
The curtain looked very dirty with stains from charcoal and
dirty hands. She stopped briefly, wondering whose blood it
was that made such a scary sight, then she heard someone
mumble from within, it was not her name, it was of pain and
agony. She moved the curtain aside hurriedly and entered
the room. The lighting of the room was too dim for her to
make out anything at first, but after a while, she saw on her
left a turning stick and a broom flung carelessly on the
ground. Beside the only wooden chair in the room, the cover
of a yellow bucket was lying on the ground too. On her right
was a bunch of load hurriedly packed into a faded green
wrapper. Some clothes and shoes were scattered on the side
of the wall dividing the room from the other room. As she was
moving towards the adjacent room, she saw Maimu crawling
very slowly and painfully on her stomach. She had been
batteredly beaten, and blood oozed from the side of her
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head. Shenente dashed for her, "Maimu... who did this to you?
Who?" Tears rolled down her eyes when she saw the difficulty
with which Maimu tried to speak. Her eyes were closing up
and her upper lip was badly swollen and on her left cheek
were traces of fingers from slaps. "Help...help! Somebody
help!! He...lp!"
In the only emergency ward of Bikini hospital, Shenente sat
watching the consistency of Maimu's breathing as instructed
by the nurse. Not long afterwards, she heard Maimu mumble
something. She moved closer and inclined her ears near her
mouth. "Kajur did it to me..." She closed her eyes painfully and
continued, "He came suddenly in the morning, yesterday,
asking me to make love with him to see if I would conceive
this time." Shenente patted her gently on her arm as she tried
hard to lie on her side. "I asked why his concubine whom he
left me for had not conceived since over four years that he
left me, without a trace. He...he said she too probably had a
problem conceiving. "She winced and paused briefly, "Do you
blame him? He's the only son of his parents that's why he's so
desperate and even confused.... And all I did, all I did... to be
thus beaten was that I told him I could not bring myself to
make love with him, yet. With that, he asked me out of the
house...I agreed and... and... I asked him to give me
two...days...days...to pack out. I was packing a few things the
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following day.... when he pounced...pounced on me, trying to
forcefully have his way...when I refused, he dealt me blows..."
Her voice trailed off as she painfully closed her eyes and
tears streamed down her swollen eyes. Shenente reached out
to wipe off the tears amidst her sobs. "But I fought, Shenente...
I fought back. He too left with scars." Maimu painfully forced
one of her eyes open slightly, she was looking at Shenente.
"You need to fight for your freedom, Shenente. Don't sit and...
and... just...watch your life passively...do something. Do
something. Something for...for...the sake of yourself first...your
well-being....and your son." Suddenly, she groaned loudly. She
stretched with a great force and jerked with her mouth open.
Shenente screamed with hot tears running down her cheeks.
"Nurse! Nurse!! Help!!"
As Shenente headed home heavy-hearted with the news of
Maimu's death late in the evening, she reminiscenced on all
the times she had shared with Maimu till their parting on her
death bed that evening. Life was so unfair to such a strong
woman who stood her ground even when unfriendly situations
put her down. She stopped at her neighbour's house to pick
Geoffrey, but she learnt that Badji had already picked him.
As soon as she stepped her feet on the veranda of her house,
she knew something was wrong. She felt it. She heard
Geoffrey crying, but it was not so audible. Something
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cautioned her against rushing in or shouting. She moved
quietly towards the window of the room and peered to see
through. There, to her horror, she saw Badji forcing his
member into Geoffrey's mouth. She saw the discomfort
Geoffrey was going through and the innocence in his eyes.
An uncontrollable anger rushed through her as she headed
for the kitchen. It was faintly dark inside, but she gropped
angrily for just anything and before long, she touched the
pestle in its usual position. She picked it up and headed for
the room. Badji saw her just in time as she stepped into the
room and pushed Geoffrey aside, violently. He fell and cried
out loudly, his small mouth dripping with sperm. Swiftly, Badji
flung his boot at her. She staggered. But she was too
determined to let go. He took slow steps towards her while
their eyes locked, "Drop the pestle. Drop it, now! Don't be
stupid, woman.’’ "It is you who should not have been stupid,
Badji, but you're also wicked. Wicked! Wicked!! Wicked!!!
Wicked!" Hot tears were streaming down her face as she held
firmly to the pestle, trembling. Badji kept coming closer. She
did not want to miss this moment. In a flash, she ran quickly
to the place he was standing and hit him hard on the head
with the pestle before he could grab her hand. He fell at once.
She hurriedly carried Geoffrey and ran as fast as her legs
could carry her, out of the village before daybreak.
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She learnt later that apart from the state of coma in which
she left Badji, he had been indulging in hard drugs earlier,
which had caused an impairment in his brain and he had
little chance for survival. Since his death seven years after,
Shenente had not been able to get over everything and she
broke down in tears uncontrollably whenever she thought of
it. She had been staying with her aunt in a village faraway.

***

****

Geoffrey tapped her gently again to see if she was done
brooding. She took his hand in hers and squeezed it weakly.
She was no longer crying, and her sobs had stopped. The
moon peeped slowly from behind the clouds and beamed
forth its bright light. Geoffrey helped her up and gave her a
warm embrace.
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Michael Emmanuel
Unravelling
By the end of this story, you might know what I am, – and
though I could lay claim to the genetics of my body as
justification, or I could walk you through the afternoon of my
third year in secondary school, when Miss Sandra fondled my
breasts, or we could review what Naza did to me as a
freshman, how she made our bodies one, how she spread me
like a curtain and said love was two bodies finding each
other, and when I asked, what are we, and she said, happy, I
could not be more joyful, and, when Papa said he wished I
had not been born, I hit him and left – they would be hopeless
efforts to describe the rebellion of my body against myself,
and I hope by now you know I do not know why.
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Caleb Okereke
Stations of the Cross
Two nights ago, Rasheed kissed me. Outside the safety of his
bedroom, out in the open streets of Birnin Gwari where
motorcycles whizzed past and traders hurried along, he took
my hands, kissed me and I knew some things would change.
It was not the first time he had done it, pressing his tongue
firmly against my lips, eyes wide open, and hands fondling
my erection. It was not the first time we had been wedged
stiff in the web of passion either, too drowned to let go of
each other, but this time was most peculiar because he had
done it outside, jeopardising our safety.
Of course, he knew what would happen had anyone seen us;
they would yank us away from each other, eyes scarlet from
disgust, chests heaving and shoulders squared. They would
say “Yar Kishili” or “qazanta, abomination” and drag us round
the main market to his Father, the Cleric who will receive us
with disappointment in his eyes.
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He would call it “Sodomy” without flinching and someone
from the crowd instinctive into the ways of our Kaduna
people would read from the Quran

“Of all creatures in the world, will ye approach males,
And leave those whom Allah has created for you to be your
mates
Nay, ye are a people transgressing-”

The crowd would shake their heads and arm themselves with
stones, and Rasheed will clench his teeth, he would lean over
and whisper in my ears “Bilal, I fear, I am afraid” and I would
not reply, because I will be afraid too.
But Rasheed knew these things, he knew. We had played the
scene in our heads a thousand times, so often that we felt it
had already happened, like a scene from our past life. We
rehearsed the tenacity, with which we would face the livid
crowd, the courage with which we would say, “I love him and
I can die for him” and the uproar that would follow.
He said most times, that I would chicken out, that I would
refute my love for him. He said, “Bilal, you don’t have mind”
and “Their faces will scare you”.
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We laughed about it, about my chickening out; we always
found things to laugh about, things to tease each other
about. Perhaps it was because we felt we did not own our
lives, because we felt the real owners were around the corner,
like sentinels, stones tucked in their breast pockets waiting
for our big day of death and we wanted to savour this little
time.
Nevertheless, I did not tell Rasheed that it was he who I
feared would chicken out; that in my imaginations it was he,
his terrified twenty-year-old form, who looked into his
Father’s eyes, into the disappointment and hurt, into the brief
flash of tenderness and hated me.
He would say “You lie, Bilal, nothing can change my love for
you” plant a kiss on my cheek and then increase the volume
of the radio. He would lay my head on his chest, hum a tune,
play with the hairs on mine and yet I know I would sense the
agony in his voice like I did two nights ago when he kissed
me.
“When will you leave?” He had asked, arranging his clothes
in his wardrobe. He would sort them neatly into organised
groups, so that he knew which cloth he would wear to Prayer
the next Friday and which he would wear to evening lessons.
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“I don’t like being unprepared” was how he justified his
actions as if people who did not act that way were somehow
unprepared. But Rasheed had the meticulousness of stylish
women, he was too conscious of his appearance; he bothered
when he had not permed his hair for weeks and asked for my
opinion on dressing even though he knew I knew little about
fashion.
He worried that the collars of his favourite shirts were
discoloured and frowned when his hair crept out of his carved
hairline after four days. “I have too much hair,” He would say
and I would tease him about how I liked them, how I imagined
the hairs when we were apart and I touched myself.
We had just finished lunch of boiled plantains and pepper
when he asked when I was leaving.
“Soon” I said, “I have to be in time if I want to catch the bus
to Makarfi, Baba warned me to return early”
“But you can go tomorrow?” He said, “Can’t you? It’s easier to
travel on Sundays?”
I shook my head and stared at the Arsenal logos that
adorned his wardrobe, at the Jersey he was slotting in that
had his name inscribed on it.
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“No, I cannot, my first cousin, Mansurah, the one whose bean
cakes I said are sweet-tasting, is getting married this
weekend”
“Okay” He said, and I sensed the agony in his voice. I knew
the agony, I knew him long enough to know the agony.
We sat for long on the edge of his bed, his hands wrapped
tightly around mine and the receding afternoon sun bounced
in golden strips off his mirror. We listened to the Hausa
broadcaster on 97.7, Alheri FM for whom Rasheed had a soft
spot because of how clearly he said “Barka da yamma Good
evening” when it was time for his show although I assumed it
was because he was the only one who had carried the news
when a gay man was lynched in Yobe.
I was going home to Makarfi that evening, we would resort
to calling when we had enough money to buy airtime, texting
about the things we wanted to do to each other. We would
recommend novels to each other and read from our copies of

Giovanni’s Room over the phone.
We liked the character David, the reserve with which he took
on the world, Rasheed thought him a little too afraid of
himself and I did too but I never said, because it was
hypocrisy, a certain two-facedness to accuse someone of
being afraid when I was just as afraid too.
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It was not my going home that worried him, it was not the
first time I had told Baba that I wanted to spend a few days
with the Cleric and his Family and gone home after. It was
not the first time I would walk to the bus park at Birnin Gwari
and he would wave at me until our bus was out of sight.
But in two weeks, I would go to the University in Zaria, I would
ride on one of the big buses that read UNIVERSITY
SHUTTLE, my life would become a blur of packed classes,
rush for seats and midnight reading. I would make new
friends and do new things, but he, Rasheed, would be stuck
here, in Birnin Gwari, where the sun would remind him of us
and the rain likewise.
He would stare for long at the places we kissed, nostalgia
flecking the whites of his eyes, his throat tightening, but I do
not know if he would be smiling in optimism, or sobbing in
loss, yet I knew, I did not want to lose him.
He would smile (I knew this) in fond remembrance staring at
the bench in the veranda of their six-room bungalow where
we had sat on his birthday reading to each other our
favourite quotes from Giovanni’s room.
“I remembered that life in that room seemed to be occurring
beneath the sea, time flowed past indifferently above us,
hours and days had no meaning” was Rasheed’s favourite; he
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said it was the honesty about it, the simplicity and knottiness,
all at once.
*
Two weeks later, I sat beside a grumpy old man on the bus
to Zaria. He was a staff member at the University; nonacademic staff and his unruffled and collected nature
reminded me of my Father whom I had left behind.
“You will like it at the University” He said to a half-listening
me “Especially as a Medical student, you will really like it”
I nodded, because it was rude not to reply when an elder was
speaking, because Father had trained me better than that.
However, my mind was far away, farther than the grumpy
old man with cigarette-stained teeth speaking to me. My
mind was farther than my parents who had walked me to the
park and armed me with the tales given to one who left home.
My mind was with Rasheed, the boy who completed me. In
the twitchy and disturbed environment that was the bus, I
thought about him, about serenity, tranquillity, and in that
moment, I realised he was home.
I met Rasheed when I was seven, we had just moved to Birnin
Gwari from Yobe and Mother said his Father, the Cleric had
invited us for a welcome dinner. Baba disputed with this, he
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said we would not go, said he did not understand the friendly
gesture and my little sister, Salimah for whom Baba had a
soft spot tugged relentlessly at his night robe.
We had gone eventually, driving the short distance in Baba’s
Mazda in the pouring June rain. I was not sure, if it was
because of Salimah’s pestering, Mothers warnings or simply
because Baba had wanted to go, simply because Baba was
like a wall of brick, and his first reaction to anything was
defiance.
But he had laughed the loudest during dinner, he laughed
when they talked about the Governor Ahmed Makarfi who
had assumed office for a second term. He laughed at the
uncertainty of the Kaduna people, compared them to the
Yobe’s who knew what they wanted, laughed at the Cleric’s
imitations of politicians, tried some himself, and in those
moments, I forgot it was the same Baba who had wanted us
not to come.
Eight-year-old Rasheed was sitting there at the table,
scooping mouthfuls from his bowl of Masa, laughing at his
Father’s imitations and smiling occasionally at Salimah and
me. His Father said then that he was a Hafiz-one who had
memorised the entire Quran and Mother had looked at me,
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anticipation clouding her pupils, wishing she had something
to say too.
“Brilliant” was what Baba said when Mother talked about
Rasheed the next day at our house before he added “Fine
child” too and then “Beautiful family”
“They have invited us for dinner again next Friday,” Mother
said as she ironed Baba’s clothes and this time he did not
complain.
It did not take long before dinners at their home became the
order of Friday nights, sometimes we brought our own food,
Brabusco or Pate in shiny Thermos Flasks and the Clerics wife
would smile at Mother before accepting the bowls.
Their house, a six-room bungalow with high ceilings and a
gallery that was convenient for our meetings. There were
murals on its walls, framed quotes-“So what if this life is not
perfect? Its not Jannah” “Being a Muslim is about changing

yourself not changing Islam”-in its lobby and gaudy lanterns
on its stools. It looked like a miniaturized museum, like a home
cut out of a scene from Haroun and the sea of stories.
There where doors that led to other doors, the majority
quaintly locked as if they had never been opened and
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Rasheed’s simple warning of “They are my Fathers rooms”
warded off the ones that clicked slightly when pushed.
It did not take long either before I became best friends with
Rasheed. We attended the same school, prescribed to us by
his Mother and we came home together, I arriving home first
and he walking forward.
We stole minutes away from the Family during dinner to
count the comics he had in his bedroom, ran our hands along
the edges of the frames in the lobby and made jokes about
them. We licked ice from the freezer in the kitchen when no
one was looking, mimicked the prayers from the Catholic
Church beside the house and made comics of our own in his
jotter.
Baba was proud of my association with him, I knew, and so
was Mother. They perhaps felt that by associating with a

Hafiz, I too might become one; perhaps felt that it was a
trait, like Vaseline that could be rubbed off on another.
An accountant at the water corporation was what Baba was,
warily counting wads of naira notes from taxes, water levies,
and arranging them into neat piles. Saying “Trade union” and
“Our rights” in the manner influential people said them. He
earned respect amongst the indigenes for this; he was the
only one, who drove a 2001 Mazda, the only one who had
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seen and touched more money than they ever would although
none belonged to him.
“Eccentric” was how Rasheed described him on his eleventh
Birthday when Baba did not give him a gift. “Your Father is
very eccentric, they say it in the Mosque and at the market,
he is a no-nonsense person”
I had not known what the word meant then and so I had not
known how to react, but I smiled lightly and helped tie
balloons on the balcony railing. That night, I looked up the
word eccentric in my Longman dictionary and a smile
creased the corners of my lips.
My relationship with Rasheed did not become unusual until
the year he turned fifteen. I was fourteen; we both were
seniors at our junior secondary school; rolling in the waters of
youthful exuberance, starting to masturbate to images of
Spice Girls and Christina Aguilera in our school bathroom
and just realising that sex was not how we previously thought.
I started to notice him more, started to notice the girls that
noticed him. I noticed that he ate his rice with little stew—I
would later tell my Mother that I wanted to eat rice this way
too—and that his hair was a clean-shaved afro, not Gorimapa
like the rest of us boys those days.
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I liked the way he read his passages during English class,
carefully articulating “Brussels”, “Budapest” so that they
started to sound like shiny things, perhaps jewellery or glitter
rather than cities; liked how slowly he said my name “Bilal” as
if he read deeper meaning from it with every enunciation.
He had a way of making things beautiful, Rasheed. I did not
like Nazifi Asnanic’s song, “Jai-Jani” until he sang the words
to me one evening in his bedroom, brushed off the amicable
way with which the songwriter wrote until he pointed it out to
me.
It was as if things did not become beautiful until Rasheed
acknowledged them; as if he was an immigration officer who
stamped beauty on things.
Our conversations those days became about girls with big
breasts, boys who had touched these big breasts, ample hips
and girls who let boys lift their pinafore for them to touch
something. It was later that I would sense the disconnect in
his voice when he talked about girls, but not then, there was
no way I could have sensed it then.
He was Rasheed, the wiry boy with a mild stutter, Liptoncoloured face and eyebrows drawn delicately, too delicately
as if God had had too much time on his hands when he
created him. I was not like him; I was not as handsome as he
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was, not as brilliant; and so more girls were after him, more
girls wanted the “Kora” boy with a brain.
“Laila is in love with me” He said to me once about a girl in
our class “But her breast is not so big and I don’t like it”
“You and big breasts” I replied, I could not have known then
how wrong I was.
Two days later, he reached out to touch my erection when we
were watching TIME IN CHINA on the big colour television
in our living room. Baba and Mother were out of the house,
and Salimah was playing a game of Ten-Ten outside with the
neighbours.
“You are huge” was all he said, quickly removed his hands
and stared back at the screen as if nothing unusual had
happened. He did not explain what his fiddling meant or
what it did not mean; he did not apologise or say that he
wanted to feel it once more. There were things about
Rasheed I would never understand, things about his
bluntness.
We never mentioned the incident again, we never talked
about it, we resumed talking about girls and about big
breasts as if somehow by not talking about it we could
pretend it did not happen, pretend it meant nothing.
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The first time he slept with Laila, I was the first person he
told.
“You should get a girl to sleep with,” He said after recounting
his unguarded experience “I could arrange one for you”
I shook my head “Who says I want to sleep with girls?”
He laughed, “Oh, you want to sleep with boys shay?” he
laughed again, this time louder and added “Of course not
Bilal, I would shoot you myself if you are a fag.”
. That was why the first time he kissed me, one evening after
makaranta and behind the mosque, he apologised quickly,
too terrified to look into my eyes.
“I am sorry Bilal,” he said, “That was a joke; don’t tell anyone
about it, please, it would never happen again.”
However, it did happen again, this time even longer than the
first and in the safety of his bedroom.
In later years when we are together, I would think that he
had kissed me then because I had wanted him to and that
he had sensed this longing, I would be brave enough to ask
him one night after a round of heated sex. Had he noticed
how keenly I stared at him when we took showers together?
“It was a candid longing,” I would say. “Somewhat fascination,
nothing tied to sexual attraction.”
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Did he see the hearts I made over his name in my copy of
LISTLESS where a character was named after him? He would
blame it on none of that and say that he had kissed me
simply because he wanted to.
But not that day in his bedroom when the radio blared a soft
song, not when I was fourteen and he had kissed me again
after promising not to. He had perhaps realised that I wanted
it as much as he did then, and so he did not stop at kissing,
he clasped me close, played with my rising erection and a
muffled moan escaped his lips.
We kissed many more times after that; kissed and played
with each other in confound fascination, as if our bodies were
puzzles, we were just starting to piece together, or riddles
given without explanations that had just recently surfaced.
But we did not talk about it, we never talked about it, perhaps
because we did not know the right words to describe what we
were doing or because we felt that talking about it would
draw us to the realisation of what it was and we did not want
to meet this realisation, at least not yet.
Our conversations remained about girls and big breasts,
about our resentment for gay people, about how they were
going against Allah’s will and how they would perish.
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“I like you Bilal, take off your trouser” was how he asked me
to be his boyfriend months later and sixteen-year-old me
yielded, wholeheartedly.
“It’s time for Angelus,” the grumpy old man said to me. He
was a Christian, Catholic.
Our bus was meandering its way through narrow settlements
with familiar sights, small houses on large land expanses,
veiled women sitting in front of makeshift stalls, hawkers
parading trays of Kokoro.
“Zaria is not so far away now,” someone had said earlier.
“Only this driver is too slow. If he keeps at this rate, we would
not make it before night fall”
“Haba kai!” Another passenger had answered, “Shuru! It is
better he drives this way and we get there with our lives in
our palms” and the grumpy old man had nodded approvingly.
But that was before it clocked 12:00 noon when he leaned
towards me and said “It’s time for Angelus” as if I were a
fellow catholic before producing his rosary from the breast
pocket of his shirt with certain pride sprawled on his face.
He was one of those people who believed religion made them
sophisticated, somewhat chic, who were grateful for its
existence, one of those people whom religion made relevant.
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I imagine him at his local church in Makarfi with shiny
steeples like antennas to God; staunch Christian, pointing out
to the Priest who drank beer with the heathen, refusing to
bury a church member who owed dues, and saying “Holiness”
“Purity” with the assuredness of one who believed he had
attained it.
“Moving” was how Rasheed described the Catholics the first
time I watched them pray the “Angelus” at the parish beside
their house.
I was sixteen, our figures, clumped at his bedroom window,
watching the large bell toll and all activities within the
churchyard cease; it was months after the first kiss we shared,
months of longer kisses and longer held stares.
“They all stop to pray, no matter what they are doing,” He
said with the sincere fascination I would only recognise years
later when he encountered Giovanni’s room. He was
fascinated by the Catholics, by the stainless white on their
Priests and the crispiness of the mass servers.
He talked about their brief masses, the wispiness in the voices
from the choir, about the Catholic Women Organisation
meetings that held after church and when Easter came, we
watched them during the Stations of the Cross- a
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demonstration of fourteen phases Jesus passed before he
hung on the cross.
We recited the lines with them, we said, “We adore you, O
Christ and we praise you. Because by your holy cross you have
redeemed the world” and the first time we had sex, we had
done it just after the sixth station.
He had been atop me, riding softly and steadily with such
expertise that I did not bother to ask later how he had known
what to do, moaning loudly too, without fear that it felt as if
he had done it before.
He said “ban da kuka, do not cry” when the pleasure
translated to pain and I wondered if it was what he had told
the girls he had done it with.
I would think about this sexual encounter years later when I
start school in Zaria, I would think about it and feel the
wetness seeping onto my thighs.
Stations of the Cross became a name for our sexual positions,
He said, “I learned a new station” or “we should try this
station” when he stumbled on a new position from Kama
Sutra secrets or the Playboy magazine’s he hid in his
wardrobe wrapped in newspaper pages.
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“But Kama Sutra does not have anything for boys who do
boys?” I said once when he told me of a new station, with the
courage in my voice that rose every time I had to label what
we were doing.
He called the new station “Bandoleer”, his favourite-as I
would come to learn later. The woman would lie on her back
and lift both knees on the chest of the man who kneels facing
her pushing himself in.
“We will apply it like that” He replied.
Our usual style was the missionary-he lying flat on his back
with parted legs and I sliding into him-It was the only style
we knew spontaneously. The second station was when I sat
atop him instead riding him, so that he could stretch to take
my full length in his mouth.
He had shown me the picture of a red-haired woman riding
her man in Playboy a few days after his eighteenth birthday
and asked if I could pull it off.
“Yes” I said, not because I could, but because with Rasheed,
‘No’ was never an answer. And he knew this, hell he knew.
*
I did not speak to Rasheed in my first weeks in Zaria. The
first time he called; a day after I had arrived to ask if the
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University was beautiful, if I liked my hostel, what the weather
situation was. Our conversation had ended because he said I
was sounding “bored” and I challenged him that I was merely
tired and that it was irrational for him to think that I would
know the answers to the questions when I had barely been in
the school, he never called again.
I imagined him those mornings as I got ready for school,
taking long showers in the stately bathroom where we had
made love twice only- because we feared someone would run
into our naked curled up selves, looking through his wardrobe
for his favourite shirts. And whenever I listened to the Hausa
broadcaster on Alheri FM, it was because I knew Rasheed
listened too.
My roommate, Ekene, talked about my fascination with the
station, with the Catholic student’s fellowship, about how
keenly I watched them during Stations of the Cross.
“Every time you like watching this CSF people when they are
doing Stations of the Cross, I know you miss home, better
concentrate on medical school O” He said once when he
caught me watching them although I had a test the next day
“But you are not a Christian sef,”
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That was he, Ekene, he coloured his diction with “Sef” “Biko”
“Just Negodu” and countless other Igbo expressions that had
previously never sounded so beautiful to me.
“A doctor friend once told me that migration was a key factor
in many ailments, he said many healthy people got sick at
the airports of new places,” I replied, hoping my answer would
quell his assertion. I did not tell him that the friend was
Rasheed; that he was not a Doctor and that he had read it
up in one of the golden pages of the books that graced his
room table.
“Just negodu, what are you saying, Bilal?” He asked, “Who is
talking about that one?”
“I am saying it’s okay to feel bad about moving on, about
leaving a place, it’s okay to feel bad about a new life, but we
welcome it anyway. Allah has given us a blessing, we accept
it, no matter what it does to our hearts, to our souls, we
welcome it. We don’t put people before Allah, we don’t put
our personal selves. Allah ya haramta.”
I said, and I knew from the confused look on his face that he
did not understand what it was I spoke about, I felt a little
victory at this. I knew I had let go.
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In Zaria, I spoke to Baba on the phone and received parcels
from Mother. I could not come home for the short Christmas
break because they thought it unnecessary to travel the
distance for five days only.
One night, three months into school, and few days to my
semester exams, I received a call from him, Rasheed. The
University of Lagos had accepted him for admission the week
before and he thought to call me and share the news, he said.
“It’s a diploma program” He said also, and I wondered how
he could speak so casually, how he could call me to share
good news when we hadn’t spoken in months. Did he not feel
the things that had changed, the new disconnect? Did he only
feel the things that remained the same? Like the effect of his
voice on me, how it tingled my skin.
I listened to him gush about how excited he was, about his
father’s new car and the revival programme the Catholic
Church beside their house was organising as though we had
never grown apart.
I did not tell him that I had a new girlfriend; that she had
asked me a few weeks ago if I had ever been in a relationship
and I had not known how to answer, that we had never had
sex because I was too terrified, I could not tell him these
things.
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“I am so happy for you, walahi” I replied.
“Ina sonka, I miss you,” He said, and I knew then that he
longed to close this space, that he was sorry for not calling,
for not being there. I did not reply, I did not know how to. I
did not miss Rasheed. It was this thing distance did, I was
learning to say nothing if I could not say no.
Ekene, my roommate was eating boiled plantains and pepper
and the scent wafted to my nostrils reminding me of the last
time we had been together and had the exact meal for lunch,
the last time when he had kissed me outside his house.
I giggled softly. He wanted to know why. It was nothing, I
said. It was not the time for memories.
Somehow, it made me feel better, that he too was leaving,
that he too would have stories to tell if we ever spoke on the
phone again, it balanced the narrative.
And although, I did not know exactly what Lagos meant for
him, for us. I did not know too if “us” was something that still
existed.
I however knew it meant many things, Lagos. It was
compunction and belief, faith in things we did not
understand.
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“Goodnight,” he muttered softly, and it felt as though there
was disappointment in his voice. He was going to bed. He
had to leave for Lagos early tomorrow. “Allah ya albarkace”
“Sleep well,” I said
“You too,” he replied softly.
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Kolawole Adebayo
Palms of Oil
I wondered as a boy
Why the flies always hovered
Around fluorescent lights
And one day, my mother said to me:

Kola, ọwọ́ epo laráyé ń bá'ní lá,
Ẹnikẹ́ ni kìí bá' ni lá tẹ̀ jẹ̀ .
She asked me:
Do you see the flies hover in/around darkness?
I say no.
“When do you see them”, she asked?
“When there is light”, I said.

Ọwọ́ epo laráyé ń bá'ní lá,
Ẹnikẹ́ ni kìí bá' ni lá tẹ̀ jẹ̀ .
Light attracts, and darkness repels.

Ọwọ́ epo laráyé ń bá'ní lá,
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Ẹnikẹ́ ni kìí bá' ni lá tẹ̀ jẹ̀ .
The tongue only lusts after sweetness,
The bitter things do not call to us naturally.

Ọwọ́ epo laráyé ń bá'ní lá,
Ẹnikẹ́ ni kìí bá' ni lá tẹ̀ jẹ̀ .
Fame is no man's foe.
The sugar cube lies there on its own,
Calls to no ants, but they come.
They come first in twos and threes
And then call unto others
Saying there is something for us here,

Come, let us make a home.
The sugar cube that welcomes every ant
Will soon be as a speck of dust.
A friend is not known in the crowd.
A friend is not known in the spotlight.
I asked her: Who then is my friend?
And she said: It is you first. Every time, it is you first.
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“Who are the others after me”, I asked?
She said: Anyone who walks into your darkness
To experience it with you.

Ọwọ́ epo laráyé ń bá'ní lá,
Ẹnikẹ́ ni kìí bá' ni lá tẹ̀ jẹ̀ .
The world licks the palms full of red oil;
No tongue craves the palms full of blood.

* Ọwọ́ epo laráyé ń bá'ní lá, enikẹ́ ni kìí bá' ni lá tẹ̀ jẹ̀ is a
Yoruba proverb in South-western Nigeria loosely translated
as “people follow after success, and no one looks in the
direction of failure”.
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Ìyàndá Abimbola
Colours and Their Emptiness
This story begins with you standing at your father's
doorstep on Indigo Street almost naked.
It is raining and the sun is shining at the same time, so you
say, God is confused.
Because houses on Indigo do not have colour, fences, or
doors, neighbours see into one another's life dealings so
that if you stand by the mosque beside your father's house
facing straight, you will see a brothel, lined with those
indigenous girls and women of riotous colours, ranging from
really skinny ones__that you often imagine how they find
their voices under huge men who come to fuck them__ then
to the really thick-ass women__designed with horrible inks
in the name of tattoo__whom you often picture if boys
from the railroads side don't get lost to between their
folded vagina.
You have looked into their room so many-a-time while
growing up, so you learnt that to be called a slut: you need
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a body that will feel everything except arousal when a man
pays you for sex, a retarded foam stained with several dry
fluids and ejaculations, condoms, and some dangerous pills.
However, houses in your street preach self-expression and
that's one thing you adore about it but you hate that it
doesn’t practice it because Orange, the girl whom you share
bunk with in College tells you that security only helps with
you being protected but protection is not required if there is
no chaos in our heart, or wars in our head.
She says you are exposed to danger the most when you are
secured.
So, core self-expression turned something you seek in
several rooms in Indigo but never did find one, girls don't
love girls in this street where you belong. It’s a punishable
crime, and a deadly sin too.
***
Indigo Crescent is sandwiched in between railway stations
and a market area.
One of the railway stations is where your father works as a
tutor, and an operator.
Your mother, a devoted Christian who collects house paints
all her life__for a reason known to herself alone__is 6
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years older than he is, but he commands respect all the
same. At work: with mutiny and non-conformity, and at
home: with love and tenderness. But your mother says her
husband smells of burnt black oil in bed, and his palms on
her skin feels like rusty burglary she always wants to
escape, so she seeks solace in collecting paints and reading
Christian prayers.
Oftentimes, you wonder if your mother's voice really belongs
to her, or if she has any hidden in her throat at all.

One fateful evening when your mother sat in her room
reading quietly some verses of Psalms, your father rushed
out to pick a call.
Over the phone, you could hear rumbling sounds, to steadily
increasing chugging sounds, then to hunks sounding like a
forlorn call, while babies' cry and crowd jostles puncture the
windy coverage at intervals of dialogue. Your father didn't
call out a name before you figured out it was a call from
the railway station.
You know what life there looks like: boys who are just
finding strands of hair between their legs sit in burnt and
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abandoned trains oftentimes and share tales you think they
never have.
Some of them smokes, and yes, some girls have kissed and
taught themselves how to make love before, but they didn’t
die that night, they died later because they were caught
and still didn't conform to hating each other’s bodies, your
father was part of those who killed them.
Well, such is the life you live in a railway station; chaotic
and untender and you don’t expect anyone from there to be
different.
Your father started his conversation with several yelling
and fierce gaze on the phone but it soon seemed to end in
shock and pitiful gestures.
There was a letter from the governmental agencies, they
wanted to privatize some railway stations.

***
You remained in your room that day listening to Charlie
Puth’s Marvin Gaye.
Tunes blending in atmosphere of emotional sincerity and it
reminded you of the day you first kissed Orange,
peacefully.
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It happened 7:45PM that night, you were meant to attend
the “live, and let’s live” Awareness in Rainbow Randy Hall in
College.
She had kissed you a day before, but you didn’t reciprocate
the language of her lips on yours.
You feared torture, you feared shame, you feared insults,
and you feared death. But that night, you felt the melody of
her skin, and you decided to drown in its rhythm.
For the first time, you kissed a girl without fear, and you
felt like the houses and rooms in Indigo: you suddenly had
no fences, no doors, or some forms of security, but you had
a colour, and you wore it so bright on your skin that night.
You remembered how you have always admired Grey when
you were very little and innocence was the air you breathe.
You sat beside Grey in the train on your way to school one
day and you looked at her fair thighs with admiration and
lust, you thought it would have been a life more beautiful in
Indigo if its streetlights current have been tapped from
Grey’s vibrant thighs.
You managed to rest on her bare shoulder and smell it, her
scent so good you wanted it to turn into river so you may
drown in it, you continued to look at her glossy, too white
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eyes. You were smiling and just wanted to fall asleep inside
them.
You love Orange because she is fierce. She helped you find
your voice and even taught you how to use them like
arrows, she asked you to carry your colours and never to be
afraid of wearing them on your skin, but Orange died
before you began to speak with the voices she left in you.
***
The market area was silent that day really, that you could
call it a cemetery, and so was the whole of indigo and the
railway stations. There were half burnt tires and broken
bottles, Screwdrivers with blood and not oil on their mouth,
and some bodies no one would identify, on the ground.
Your father had been sitting at home for several weeks,
standing and sitting, sitting and standing; he was impatient
and not convenient.
He was really calm now and he seemed to have stopped
sexually abusing your mother’s decent body because she
had reduced reading her Christian prayers and had totally
stopped collecting paints now.
Your father was dismissed from work some weeks before
now, he did what no one has ever done before in Indigo, he
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led a protest; that led to riot, then to crises, chaos, then
death and silence.
Your mother was in her room, and she would find her voice
that day, she first came out to empty all of her buckets of
paint to the gutter in front of your house, that gutter leads
to the market area, to the cemetery behind it, further to
places you have never been to.
At first she poured out Red paint, then Orange, Yellow
paint, then Green, then Blue comes, before Indigo and
Violet followed, the gutter looked like it now has rainbow in
it, and the water would carry it to the market area, to the
cemetery, and further to places you have never been to,
and the whole houses in Indigo might find colour(s)
Your mother said something after she poured her last
bucket of paint
It looks like something that’s been hidden in her throat for a
long period of time. She said “Prepare for darkness when it’s
late.”
Then she went back into her room, lay in her bed and sleep
like something that looks like forever.
So today, the end came to meet everything, including this
story, with you remaining at your father's doorstep in Indigo
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street, hoping it stops raining so Rainbow may at least
come.
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Logan February
Perversion
may be bad or good; must be directed
elsewhere, always pointed elsewhere;
at the reddish sex of cruelty; crushing
an orchid's softest eye, a gleaming leather boot;
that hard shine like needles under
a man's picture; shot in his negative color.
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Efe-Khaese Desmond
Beyond The Silver Lining
Alero sat amidst the animated blackness. The only source of
light sprung from the tranquil screen of a computer device,
which stood on the wooden table, observed by a tall
suntanned stool.
Her palm scrolled through her unmade hair, drawing
irregular searching patterns. It found the source of the
itching and massaged with the strength of her annualry. This
sent a stimulating feeling through Alero’s mass of sordid
flesh. She wrestled her finger between the kneading that
soothes the itching and that, which turns the tingling into a
suppurating sore. She fought the urge and let her hands lay
static between the fabrics of her trousered thighs.
The screen brightness of the laptop dimmed a pale white.
Alero knew this to be a forewarning of the system's screen
saver – a slideshow of pre-stored photos. Pictures, which will
dissolve into memories. Memories. Hurt. She was crawling
reflexively to the device to shut down its proposed blitz on
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her passions when an image of a young smiling boy
appeared on the display.
His peculiarities were a set of teeth that threatened to pop
out of its enamel as he clasped a basketball between his
hands; a sweatshirt, the number 19 scribbled on it, and a pair
of black tracksuit pants. One would have precisely deduced
the base of his delight but for the bespectacled Alero who
stood behind him gripping the handlebars of his motorised
wheel chair. She was wearing a complete lawyer’s outfit – a
dark robe that contained a white long-sleeved shirt, topped
by a funny looking cap. It was the day her child had wagered
that if his team wins the paralympian games, she would don
her legal costume to celebrate his victory.
Alero gave off a maniacal laughter. Her voice rippled across
the thin stripped walls of the small room. The echoes, in turn,
ricocheted to her, moulded with teary whimpering.
It has been two years since she allowed the metonym of her
wig and gown to sail with the winds of fate in order to write
her book. A thing she picked up after reading an article on
the therapeutic effect of transcribing one’s feelings into
words. In effect, hers were worthy of a book. Although, she
had been downing the therapy, the healing has refused to
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make an early rapport. It was like walking a tight rope – you
know what is on the other side, but what befogs the mind is
the downside – the apprehension of tumbling down. The years
have been poured into a cause built on a chasm of
uncertainty and loss, which wove through the lives of her
family like the fabrics of spider knots.
Two years, yet, she still struggled to find the right grains to
shape a model of her curse. The curse that takes the form of
virtual motions and shadowy insignias, continually plaguing
her to transcribe her early intimacy with dead bodies.
Alero punched a button on the laptop. The screen came alive
with excitement.

“Set your ears atop the lifeless form of a cadaver”, Alero
recited, “Feel the soft sounds of life sip slowly from form, and
watch with a most satisfying feeling…”
These were the opening lines of a new chapter. The words
sound almost macabre, she mused. On the other hand, her
mind had mutated into that form. The fear of the loss of her
son had somewhat warped her psyche from the breasts of
typical thoughts.
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It began when Alero was newly possessed with the aporia of
leaving the legal practice, and she had told her husband atop
the tenderness of bedroom pillows. He had set out the next
morning and returned with a near facile speech on how her
decision would disintegrate the income of the family,
especially with the condition of their son, who was selectively
needy. Alero had tried but she knew her husband could not
understand the recurring nightmare she had been having.
She only fed him her distant gaze and the arch of her back
as she walked away.
Alero had nodded, perspired and went to her laptop to draft
a resignation letter to her law firm. She addressed it to the
human resource office and since then had not gone to work.
Not when she received interrogatory emails, not even when
these mails transmogrified into teeming knocks at her door
or when they downsized into tiny bytes of text messages nor
plethora of missed calls.
She found comfort in the darkness, and voice, on her
computer's keyboard. It helped when she typed those words
but when she read them back to herself and they brought
back images to her head, she would abstain for days and
release these shrouded words out of its cocoon, in slant
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watery anecdotes – her eyes becoming the pen, and tears,
the lines.
It was during this phase that her husband wheeled their son
out of the home. By way of an overdue jeremiad, he sent a
message about how her newfound hobby has become
inimical to the well-being of their son. He did not say further
on this but went on to give a notice about how he will file for
custody if she does not change. Those were how the words
came across even though he had used something as nocent
as “…if amendments are not made”. Alero knew this to be a
penance for defying him but she did not care. Her love was
for her son. He was being exhibited between a conflict
founded on self-importance. But Alero had not responded.
Her phone chimed. 2:25 pm
A reminder. It was time to visit her esoteric therapist, Kaycee,
who was being inhabited at the state’s prison facility.
*
Fortunately, the drive took more time than she predicted. This
gave her a chance to think about the origin of her 'sessions'
with Kaycee.
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He had been one of her clients with a case of murder and
possible death sentence in proximity. In truth, Kaycee had not
committed the killing but had only been a negligent
pharmacist who misplaced drugs in a right bottle. This caused
the death of young boy.
Kaycee had doused all the humility he could muster as he
told her the emotional turmoil his life had been spinning in
since the loss of his children to the overseas. They neither
contacted him nor were they considering it. Alero had
empathised with him and fought to upturn an impending
verdict of murder to manslaughter. Nevertheless, she could
not save his licence nor the next 16 years of his life. Although,
he was grateful that she had preserved it.
He was an old man, in his mid-50s, and the visits started as
a friendly call to check on his wellbeing in prison. Still, when
her troubles were born, the table was transformed into a
therapy session where she simply talked, and he paid
attention. To him, it was an escape from the angular life of
prison, for her, it was a conversation with a person who would
listen because he had to, despite any perceived sentiment he
might harbour.
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Alero soon arrived at the prison. Turning the 2004 Toyota
Camry through the old prison gates, she viewed the chief
warden handing out instructions to the subordinates. The
chief warden must have seen her car drive into the compound
because just as she stepped on the doorframe, the warden
saluted. She smiled. He thinks I am still a lawyer.
"Madam", the man called out in his accentuated tongue,
"Welcome o. How is the family?"
Her stomach did a tumble
"They are in God's hands", Alero managed to reply
"Hmmm... okay", the warden beamed "Eh you are here to see
our doctor àbí?"
They called Kaycee 'doctor'. He had told her the remarkable
experience. When he was doing his baptism – the part of
telling them about what he did to warrant imprisonment –
they could not phantom who a 'pharmacist' is. He had had to
explain it in the light of a 'doctor' description. The latter
appeared to have stuck better and stuck well as a nickname.
"Yes, I am"
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"Okay. Kingsley", he called to a younger officer "Go tell
doctor sey him get visitor". The designee hurried off to do his
senior's bidding "Madam", he turned to Alero "Oya put your
bag for that locker make this boy carry you go where you go
siddon"
Few minutes after, she was in the faintly lightened waiting
room. It had a flinching fluorescent bulb with half of its
illumination in darkness.
Kaycee soon came to join her. He was a well-built man for his
age. Alero had no fear that he will not survive his term in
prison. The oil that wheeled her visits was processed because
of his perceived loneliness. He was looking untidy and sad.
Alero wanted to hug him. She had tried, one time, but was
rebuffed by Kaycee who said he did not want word to travel
that he is weak. Alero could not connect the ley lines so she
had let it be.
"How have you been?” Kaycee inquired, his eyes searching
the answer on Alero’s face
Silence
"Jul?” he pressed on, the lines on his face already toning with
strings of concern
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"Eh? I'm coping", her voice came out in a whisper.
Kaycee looked over his shoulders. The guards were not visible
"Why you dey whisper? Police no dey here na", he jested
"Sorry", this time it came out loudly "I have barely said a word
to anyone for the past four days. I guess I am still finding my
voice"
Kaycee let out a sharp sigh. He felt guilty about mocking her
predicament
"You still dey write that book bá", it was not a question
"Hmm", Alero said, with a static nod
"So how far, you don finish?"
Alero did not reply
"Hello, I am the one in prison here", Kaycee bellowed sharply
"What do you want me to say?” She retorted with a strain in
her voice
"I asked you a question"
"I am not done, okay", She said begrudgingly
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"Why"
"You know why"
Kaycee took his hands from the table to lean on the rickety
chair. Then he folded his arms across his chest to observe the
woman in front of him.
"What are you writing about? At least, that I don't know"
Alero paused then. This was the first time he was asking her
about the subject matter of her troubles. Despite the
repetitive visits, Kaycee had not earned the badge of her
friendship – the insignia that allowed him into her
nightmares. She looked away as if to retreat from the
question, but she knew he would not allow her. Silence was
not an answer either.
"It's personal"
"'Personal' as in it happened to...” his finger, pointing at her,
complementing the sentence "or personal as in you don't want
to talk about it?"
Blank stare
"Yes"
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"Yes, what?"
"All of the above"
"So what are you doing here?"
"I don't know what to do"
"About?"
"Finishing the book. I want to finish it. I really do, but I just
can't find the right stones to mount the building", Alero
muttered rapidly
Another blank stare
"Kaycee, time is ticking"
"I know", he replied "and that is why I have six words for
you...no seven", he babbled, then he moved on to count his
fingers
"Who cares, just tell me", Alero demanded
"Get your hair out of this mess"
"What mess?" Alero probed, puzzled
"This mess", his hands motioned to signify all of her.
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"Me?"
"Yes, you", Kaycee motioned again, "you sit down in your dark
room, and you reminisce about the blackness around you. You
think about your husband and the impending loss of your son.
You reek of regret about your decision to leave the legal
profession. Forgetting that time walks on lighting feet and
the sooner you move on the better for you not to be trampled.
No one leaves a profession like law in Nigeria, except they
are pursuing a higher calling. Get your hair out of this mess
and think forward, Alero", Kaycee concluded breathlessly.
Alero marvelled at Kaycee. This was the first time he had
ever scolded her for the tides of her life. Other times, he had
just sat there and listened. She had been content with that
or she thought she was. This newfound trait in Kaycee was
shrouding. Intimidating.
"Okay. I will put that in mind", that was all that came out, as
the guard banged the door to indicate that their 5-minute
tête-à-tête was over
"You had better. Come here", he outstretched his hands as
the guard knocked on the iron door.
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"But I thought you said you don't want the guards to think
you weak", Alero uttered slyly as she moved to the imprisoned
man.
"Who said the hug is for me?"
*
This time Alero was in a squalor. She could feel it; something
was with her beyond what the eyes could comprehend. The
hue of the room was a still nothingness merged with a
vantage observer, or observers, stowed away, invincible. She
knew there were spectators of this darkness.
"Who is there?” Alero asked the threatening gloominess
Her voice did not come back to her, although it felt like it
was let out in a barren room. It was as if a huge hollow jar
had been opened to swallow her echoes – as if something
was denying her even the companionship of her own
presence.
It was in the likeness of her writing room, yet, a structural
flaw betrayed it.
Alero stretched her hand into the thickening air and groped
for a wall or anything solid. Her hand caught on the stiffness
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as she clawed away, ripping at it like posters on a street wall.
She kept tearing at it in search of a wall, a door, or anything
concrete she could hold onto. When this failed, Alero tried to
retrace her steps back to where she once stood. Just as she
reclined backwards, she hit something hard. The wall where
she had woken up. An arduous malaise filled her temple. Had
she advance only a step?
Alero closed her eyes briefly and when she opened them, she
made out the highlight of a door few paces from where she
stood. It was either the darkness had cajoled up the door or
the shape of her eyes has become allied with its rich contours.
She advanced, this time keeping track of how many paces
she was away from where the door was mounted. Thankfully,
she was moving closer to it. Few steps passed and she was
dispersing her fingers across the doorframe, searching for the
lever. Just as she was about to motion it into opening, her
ears became fixed on a quiet call behind her, which almost
immediately became a fusion of different stages of wailing.
While one cried out her name in a fit of benign erudition, a
gentle one, with a tinge of motherly composition, seized the
first syllable of her name, dipped it in the crevice of her
throat, and let out the last syllable in a rocketing pitch.
Another, a gruff voice wailed like that of a big man. A timid
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one, like that of a child called out too. They were all calling
out her name.
A sweetening sensation enveloped her as she stood there
absorbing the effect of the grotesque spectacle. It carried the
smell of resin and another familiar odour. This one tumbled
into her nostrils and surged her memories into a forgotten
time. The smell usually held strong around the figures of
dead bodies. This awakened a feeling in her, a feeling of
dread that these voices were warning her; inviting her, calling
out for her not to go through the door. The voices became
faint as her hand pushed the handle down to open it. She
could not will it to do otherwise. Then she noticed that her
body was not the one performing the action. Either someone
was prodding the door from the other side or the door had
an animated likeness.
As the door slid open, the sensation heightened and rolled
into a whirlpool of dread. The stench of cadavers grew with
a rocketing geometry alongside the detail of the room.
Alero saw an array of stretchers by the end of the wall,
seated as if hypnotized. She would have attempted to move
back but for the young girl who was walking towards one of
the tables. The girl wore a pale nightgown and her black hair
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has been twisted into a cornrow with multi-coloured beads
sticking out from its ends. Alero recognised this girl, even
though her back was turned to her. It was someone she once
knew. It was the young Alero spreading over two decades.
And she knew what the girl was about to do.
She called out to her, to stop her, but her words became
strangled in her throat. Then it began to fall back into the
pit of her chest.
Alero choked.
A tightening in her chest was preventing her from alerting
the young girl. From averting her young eyes from what is
underneath the covering. She still struggled to call out. But
the girl's hand was already on the head of the stretcher,
lifting the covering of a bulging pile. The girl raised it and
she saw it – a disfigured skeleton of what might have been a
man rested on the head of the stretcher. This bone slowly
took the form of flesh, filling up the indenture on the
macabre form. Flesh became a whole face and the whole face
appeared to be her mother, lying still atop the stretcher. The
face then began to decay in tiny pieces, a slow motion of
horror.
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A scream erupted from the nether, the observer, then Alero
woke up on the floor of a small room. Her laptop laid stockstill few feet from her head, undamaged. She picked it up
and wiped the base with an opened palm. The pulsating light
from the laptop stole a sigh of relief from her lips. Her hands
quivered, not from fright, but eagerness. As she touched the
keyboard in the darkness of the room, the voices in her head
became her light.
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Nome Patrick
A Hymn for a Fair Geese
My father says his son has grown too far from God.
In the light of Lagos, angels nod at him, urge him
to teach me to know God. Why does the vulture fly

so high, when it can fly so close to the heads of foolish
unbelievers? He asks. Can't unsalt the ocean, why try?
The chapel: tantum ergo. I wake up with my life shorter
than yesterday, isn’t that a belief? I pin my life to the
sleeves of time, that’s prayer enough. The fair geese,
my friends, stand up, ask: But what is God to you –

Why does your life seem a lone play choreographed
by unknown angels? If I could pay a coin each
to keep them a century quiet, I would.
I’m just a poor boy who can’t tell the dance of
butterflies from the gyration of angels.
The moon so far, I imagine God, if he exists,
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builds fences so high, we disintegrate to see his face.
Like the stars, like the moon, I will wander off
someday. What’s it about God that bothers you?

Bother yourselves with the preachers' false alarms.
They say: this is the voice of another foolish poet.
My silence a heron hovering over an archipelago.
They say: so-called religious rebel, bastard! Even the birds
perched as witness sing of mockery. For whom?
Their beaks doors creaking to a ghost’s testament:

God is the rivers with their ageless bodies & roar.
God is me whose voice startle humans to mortality.
God is the cold udala orchard & its hair of green.
God is the rainbow, and the boy's finger pointed to it.
Or the air, how it powers the horses in your bodies.
God is the wind whistling the world to sleep.
I'm mile away from God, but I bear the basket of his fruits.
Who are you? who are you? who are you?
God’s voice in the wind echoes: foolish rebels!
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Logan February
“Being a Rebel is about Rejecting Conformity”

Kanyinsola Olorunnisola: What approach do you take to the
subject matter of your work? Do you specifically seek to write
within a frame of pre-conceived themes or do you, as Ruth
Stone puts it, "follow invisible patterns"?
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Logan February: I think I'm naturally predisposed to working
around themes and archetypes, because I often find myself
besotted with ideas. And I don't know what to do with them—
most times I do need to find that invisible thread before any
of it makes sense. Otherwise, I'm just talking to myself and
not really going anywhere; which isn't necessarily a bad thing.
It can be quite good to talk to oneself. But I'll hardly ever put
out those confused works.
KO: You have a primary reputation for your astonishing
poetry. But you have also written some non-fiction (I
absolutely loved "The Mania of Queer Desire" by the way)
and fiction too. Is there a distinct experience in navigating
each of these genres?
LF: Thank you very much! That essay was a challenge—took
me almost a year to write. It's naked in a way that I've been
keeping my poems from getting, lately. I guess poetry will
always be home base for me, but I also like to leave my
comfort zone from time to time. I've been reading a lot of
Anne Carson—her writing is quite experimental, spanning
across genres, styles and forms—and I love the way that she
refers to most of her work as "texts". I find that gets rid of
many unnecessary pressures surrounding genres and their
rules. I'd rather stick to the serious business of playing with
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language, and having it play with my thoughts. That's where
the pleasure is.
KO: What's your take on the definition of a rebel today? And
I mean that in terms of social justice and the African literary
community?
LF: Being a rebel is about rejecting conformity, isn't it, when
you realize it just doesn't work for you? People should be free
to live on their own terms, obviously. I think rebellion can
really help people discover themselves; it did for me. And
there's this argument for conformity that conflates it with the
civic currency of morality—I don't buy that. Society is a
disordered institution, regardless. What forced conformity
does is create boredom and unhappiness, at least for me.
With regards to the African literary community: I'm not a very
collective-minded person, but it's always refreshing to see all
the fierce and rebellious spirits on the scene. I think rebellion
thrives in literature and among writers. I have to say, though:
I sometimes am appalled by the transphobia within the
community. I wouldn't call it a general thing, but there does
seem to be a popular intellectual commitment to missing the
point, when it comes to transgender issues. For me, as a
young non-binary writer, it was disheartening to see how
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many

Nigerian

writers

reacted

to

Akwaeke

Emezi's

Freshwater being shortlisted for the Women's Prize earlier
this year. I thought it was a good time to have useful,
illuminating conversations about gender and identity.
Instead, some writers chose to make spiteful comments or
congratulate every Nigerian on the shortlist except for Emezi.
It was a lot of vitriol; I didn't like to see that. I want to see
Africans supporting each other, not tearing each other down.
Embracing possibility in radical ways that dissolve margins
and normalize diversity."
KO: Which three people represent the OG rebels for you? Can
you tell me why?
LF: Toni Morrison had this incredible practice of
unapologetically centering her own realities in her writing. It's
kind of sad that that should be considered rebellious, but for
a Black woman in her own zeitgeist, it was. And that rebellion
has led so many writers after her to feel permitted to
represent themselves in literature.
In music, one of my favorite rebels is The Knife, a duo of
Swedish siblings: Karin and Olof Dreijer (Karin also has a
solo career as Fever Ray, who I wrote about in "The Mania
of Queer Desire"). The Knife are independent electronic
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artists; their music is always ahead of its time, and they focus
on making the process fun, which allows them to always make
something new. Their last record was called Shaking the

Habitual—an idea I've welcomed into my own life.
Lilith is one more rebel that inspires me; she is an OG in a
way no one else is. To have been edited out of the Bible,
simply for owning her desire, for refusing submission and selfnegation—that's so chaotic and impressive to me. I guess I
just love a transgressive woman.
KO: With your career taking off at breakneck speed, where do
you see yourself in five years?
LF: Hopefully I'll have written more books, and still be writing
and working with artists in other disciplines. I should have a
master's degree in something I'm interested in, too. Travel
more. I'd like to be in a place where I can love and live and
breathe without as many anxieties. But five years is a long
time, man. I don't really know. I just always try to do my work
and go with the flow.
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Frances Ogamba
The Other Dweller
Lana is dead.
But she has etched rooms in our present, in the intricacies
that braid our realities. She breathed her last underneath a
duvet, curled up and cold beneath a covering, a seeming
enclosure, perhaps this was why she went on finding crannies
to get stuck and burying herself in them. At first, our rooms
hummed a song that was as rhythmic as the claxons of
vehicles from the gridlock in the morning hours. The songs
were repeated at night, monotonous; they rapped at the
windows of the three-room bungalow and clambered in and
encircled the bedposts and the reading tables and pushed
really close enough to fan our nostrils.
There are four of us. We share the same mother, but different
paternity. One of us is dark-skinned. One of us is small of
stature and has two navels. One of us squints when staring
at remote things. One of us is me.
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Often, we hear scurrying, sprightly and brief, it disappears
the way it comes. Something unlatches our doors and blasts
in a gust of wind. The clothes in our wardrobes quiver as
though shrinking away from our touch, as if a pair of hands
squeezes them first before we can.
Lana was our maid. She laid the table and brewed our tea.
She bustled in the kitchen and made soup treats that heated
up our taste buds. She loved peppers, that one, our Lana.
When we finished the dining, Lana swung in and picked the
plates. She made the beds just as we were about to crumble
into them. She was swift, as she is now, living in our walls,
whispering, surviving in airless passages.
We got Lana into our employ after our mother went to bed
and swallowed her last breath. While we mourned, we needed
help with the laundry, and cooking. We made a post in the
town paper and a plump, light-skinned woman knocked at
our door a day later – Lana. She owned neither a man nor a
child, so every of her moments was forsworn for our
convenience.
Our walls breathe recurrently, rising and falling like a heart.
Someone dusts the floor before we ever reach the broom.
Somehow, our plates get cleaned and put away. Something
walks right into our rooms each time we unlock our doors,
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inhabiting the rooms before we march in. We scare at first,
and then it feels so convenient that we relax into this comfort
of being cleaned after. We tell no one, or how do you tell
about a hand that depresses the button on the water closet
just as you stand from the toilet seat, pushing your effluent
into a sea of wastes? How do you explain the clean floors
when you haven’t lifted a mop in months?
“We should visit a seer and know what all of this means,” the
dark-skinned one says.
“In some stories, this whole thing stops the moment we go to
find out anything,” the one who squints when staring at
remote things says.
“It is beginning to get uncomfortable,” the one who is small
of stature and has two navels says.
None of us visits a seer.
The worrying dies off. When we tell one of our friends, she
says that we needn’t bother because these things happen a
lot around here. We don’t say who we think it is. All we know
is the woody fragrance that was Lana’s pastime, and how it
is still sprinkled in the air of every room.
*
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We cannot recall how long Lana has been dead, or the time
spanning her service years between living in her physical
body and in our walls. One day, she, while channeling her soul
and her fury into keeping our rooms clean, spills water on the
floor in error and one of us slips on it. Then there is some
tongue lashing as we scold the empty air. This would have
cut across as ideal if Lana still moved about in her blue
uniform and flat shoes, her large eyes twinkling in
embarrassment, except that now she is a feeling, a presence.
There are more chidings thrown to the wind for someone’s
dirty footwear, for the unpolished walls, for the bathroom
curtain left hanging downwards for too long. You’d think
when you heard the reprimands that Lana is still with her
body, seated on her favourite stool in the laundry room.
Something appears to reverse in time right after this thrift.
We return home to enmeshed clothes spilled all over the
house, trailing across the floors like droplets of some liquid.
The beds seem to rid themselves of the duvets, every surface
shudders as our breathing hits the walls. We hear Lana when
the plates clink and litter the kitchen floor, when our boots
go unlaced, and when the electric light bulbs dim and
irradiate the rooms instantaneously. When this hurricane of
activities pass, there is a steam of defenseless ease spread in
all the rooms.
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We seek the seers. The first seer says that the house we love,
which perches on the cleft of a highland, overlooking a small
neighbourhood with more houses than people, is haunted by
the dead.

Does the dead not go home to the dead?
“No. There’s no other home for the dead except amongst the
living. They loiter and bury themselves in their favourite
things, rooms, and people,” the seer says.

Why is Lana happening to us?
“She worked for you and died in your house. There’s no other
place for her to go.”

She seems hostile now.
“You took her services for granted.”

How do we undo it?
“Give her some time. Spirits are often surly and may delay
granting absolution.”
The second seer asks us to break eggs at the doorways and
make the egg yolk splash on the sills. He assures us that the
mischiefs of the dead will go away after the ritual.
Nothing changes and we do not leave. The walls have on
them the green paint which we love, and the sands of the
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yard graze our heels with a time-long familiarity. What we
do is immerse ourselves into our present, find a pattern in the
heartbeats of the walls, and make wisecracks about the
clothes that walk away from the hangers after a force pulls
and loops and knots them around things. We stop cleaning
and arranging the house too, and align our lifestyle to the
activities of the other dweller, our Lana.
The neighbours call us ‘weird’ and point us out to their
children as the adults to never go close to. The whole thing is
as disconcerting as it is normal.
There is always a rip in the air, we hear the slit loud and
sharp. There is always a buzz, like an undertone, the severe
intake of breath never quite escapes our hearing. There isn’t
complete silence in our heads. How can there be when our
pots clank against one another, and our toilets are filled with
flush sounds as if a whole sea is out and crimped in our
rooms, lashing out at us?
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Othuke Umukoro
The Gospel of Rebels
& in the evening when he had dispersed
the multitude, he went into the synagogue
& spoke to his disciples & the pharisees
a parable concerning the kingdom of rebels,
which by extension is the
kingdom of heaven
behold, sixteen men, he began quietly,
black with pristine pride & holding hands,
like thousands after them, chose
the shark-mouth of the atlantic
instead of life in sweltering
sugarcane plantations
& his disciples reasoned among
themselves for many days about
the meaning of this parable,
wondering that perhaps in
his death
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a man sails home, free
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Logan February
The Lovers
from Garlands

We were naked and I was crying. In the sensual
world, I did a woman’s work—felt
a primordial hysteria.
The room, humid

and humming, full of my spirited
panting. The sheets I spoiled with a dirty heart.
I hid my face behind history to watch him,
apple of my teary eye.

We had torn my veil in hunger, it lay strewed
across the tiles, a glimmer illusion laced with perfume
to invoke an ancient chasm.
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Why, what an awful mess

I was at that primal depth. There was so much
sweat because the power was out again. And when
I told him I was sorry,
he asked: what for?
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Karino Emmanuel
Africa Dies Each Time She Fails to Own Her
Stories
Not long ago, I was talking to a fellow writer from Nigeria,
an astute lady with beautiful brains; that is if her works of
art are anything to go by. Since I was the one who initiated
the conversation, I had to start somewhere and with
something that connects us as Africans. Although I admitted
to her that there is something about being African that I
haven't quite made out that connects us from North to South,
East to West, regardless of whether we have met or not, I
came to know better in the course of our conversation: the
arts.
We started off with books and she asked why I like Chinua
Achebe's Things Fall Apart. With little or no thought, I told
her, in its protagonist Okonkwo and the other characters
around him and the situations that befall them, Chinua
Achebe paints the real picture of Africa back in the day. And
it is written in a simple language. And the thought of it being
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the archetypal modern African novel is inspiring especially
for an emerging writer like me. When it was time to talk
about film, we lacked these straight answers. We turned
taciturn and chose to channel our thoughts elsewhere
because there is not so much to pride ourselves in film. She
seemed to sum up her thoughts about film in the title of a
book - Nollywood: The Creation of Nigerian Film Genres by
Jonathan Haynes - that she asked if I had read while I, before
digressing, quickly mentioned that my thoughts on the same
were being expounded in something that I was writing, a
piece that would become this essay.
The arts - art, music, theatre, film and literature - are like
children responsible for putting their mother, Africa,
somewhere on the global map. Except for film, the other arts
have considerably made the motherland continent proud,
especially literature and music. In no particular order, among
others in Ngugi wa Thiong'o, Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka,
Ben Okri, Mariama Ba, Nuruddin Farah, Aminatta Forna,
Alaine Mabanckou, and Dinaw Mengestu, we have African
literature rife with diversity and well-crafted stories: in Fela
Kuti, Lucky Dube, Salif Keita, Brenda Fassie, Angelique Kidjo,
Hugh Masekela, Yvonne Chaka Chaka, Franco Luambo and
Oliver Mtukudzi, to name but a few, we have had works of
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music that speak the language of a global audience while at
the same time oozing African authenticity. And even though
the works of this generation's artists are worlds apart from
most of the artists' I have mentioned above, the voices and
sounds I read and listen to now is an homage that bridges
the generation gap hence telling the African story in a fresh
way but one which still resonates with the global audience.
These two groups of artists have done something that we
haven’t borrowed whenever we write the typical African film.
Film, like a troublesome rebel teenager, has refused to tap
into the success of its brothers, making the same success they
have achieved look like something that is not in the realms
of possibility.
I am afraid that whenever we talk about the African film
industry, we have to bring in the West. It is inevitable,
because Hollywood, the world's most successful film industry,
is the ultimate standard. It is one which anyone who wants to
partake in the eating of this cake that is the film industry,
wants to break into.
For an industry whose stakeholders hold such profound
devotion and respect for the arts, take these two thespians
for example: Anthony Hopkins and Bradley Cooper,
ineptitude is our undoing, a chance for this industry to keep
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knocking on our doors and, sadly, most of the time we open
these doors. Known for his Academy Award for Best Actor
winning portrayal of Hannibal Lecter, the screen version of
the protagonist in a series of bestselling novels by Thomas
Harris, that once signed on a project, Anthony Hopkins goes
over his lines in excess of two hundred times until they roll off
his tongue, and; Bradley Cooper spent close to four years
learning to sing and play the guitar and piano, and an
additional eighteen months to train his vocals for him to
sufficiently embody the character of Jackson Maine in A Star
Is Born, a film he produced, co-wrote, starred in, and helmed
in his directorial debut. This film was released to critical
acclaim and went on to receive multiple nominations at the
91st and 76th Academy and Golden Globe Awards respectively.
Giving credit where it is due, Hollywood is at its best when it
tells the American story, but everything falls flat when it tries
to masquerade as the spokesperson for the African story.
I have heard good things about films like Hotel Rwanda, The

First Grader, Sometimes in April, Mandela: Long Walk to
Freedom, Mandela, Blood Diamond, Half of a Yellow Sun,
Sarafina among many others, some of which, to some degree,
I have enjoyed watching. The common thing about these films
is that they are our stories. The events depicted in them
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happened right under our noses but somehow, someone from
outside had to come and tell them for us. Sprinkling black
actors like Idris Elba, Djimon Haunsou, Terrence Howard,
Jennifer Hudson, Naomi Harris and Whoopi Goldberg here
and there with an excuse of a joint production between
Hollywood and our studios, something which ends up
compromising our creative control, doesn't make them our
stories anymore.
Is any person of colour considered African? Not in my
opinion. To me, Charlize Theron with her whiteness, born in
Gauteng Province, South Africa, is more African than Naomi
Harris with her melanin rich skin born in London, United
Kingdom. Of course, Charlize Theron has a better idea of
what being African really means. Although it makes no sense,
Charlize Theron is just a white African and Naomi Harris a
black Briton. Regardless of their skin colour, what matters is
the place where someone is born and spends their formative
years. There is something to write home about being African
- we all go through a kind of struggle from the moment we
are born, and we traverse through the streets of life trying to
triumph over it. It is this triumph over our struggles that
animate us into telling our stories and therefore, to bring our
stories to the silver screen and have actors who aren't native
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Africans and ones who know nothing about these struggles
personate our heroes, is the biggest injustice of our time.
For example, what is so hard to get to the point of casting
Naomi Harris in Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom, one of the
most important biopics in the history of Africa, when as
general knowledge, the character profile of Winnie
Madikizela clearly states, South 'African'. On Half of a Yellow
Sun, a film adapted from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's novel
of the same name, Nollywood Reinvented critics: "The movie
builds on amazing sets, actors, supporting actors and music,
but the characters lack depth". Like in many Hollywood films
about Africa, the lack of depth is a problem that could easily
get solved by letting the owner of this story tell it. You can
have the looks - black - but being African is something you
can't drive into yourself with a hammer. You must live it.
It has been the same old story: We will finance this project.
We will involve you. But what is the point of playing second
fiddle in telling our stories? How can we tell our stories when
we are shoved in the background, away from the
ostentatiously beautiful frames? Passion and truth precede
the need for any amount of money to produce any kind of
art. To achieve aestheticism, especially in our genre films,
sometimes what is needed is an attention to detail, a
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claustrophobic premise, a clever contained script, a minuscule
budget, and a minimal crew and cast. Some independent
filmmakers across the world have achieved this and we, too,
can. The perfect examples of these kind of films whose high
production values belie the finitude of the things
aforementioned are Buried and Primer.
Although inspired by some of the darkest moments in our
history as a people and continent like the South African
apartheid, the Rwandan genocide, the Ebola epidemic in
West Africa and atrocious governance in most African
countries which over time has healed even though the scars
still etched deep on the walls of our hearts are constant
reminders, in a sea of sloppy productions, we have been able
to make films with production values that are grounded in
meticulousness if not pedantry, films that have garnered
continental acclaim and won awards. At least with some of
these films - '76, October 1, 93 Days, Amin: The Rise and Fall
- we owned and told our stories to our future generations, we
took control of our destiny, for what good is living in a future
without having any knowledge of the past?
I

have

always

echoed

acclaimed

writer-filmmaker

Christopher Nolan’s thoughts on sincerity and ambition in
filmmaking, that: "Films are subjective - what you like, what
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you don’t like, but the thing for me that is absolutely unifying
is the idea that every time I go to the cinema and pay my
money to sit down and watch a film go up onscreen, I want
to feel that the people who made that film think it’s the best
movie in the world, that they poured everything into it and
they really love it. Whether or not I agree with what they’ve
done, I want that effort there - I want that sincerity. And when
you don’t feel it, that’s the only time I feel like I’m wasting my
time at the movies".
This lack of sincerity in Hollywood films about Africa leaves
Africa as a shadow of her real self, a depiction that Soek in
her essay, Hollywood's Strange Addiction to Bad African
Accents, terms as: "Hollywood imagination, divorced from
reality".
We don't tell our stories to seek validation from the West. But
whatever the thing that is in our music and literature in its
crude African state that the West can't help but love, we
definitely should hit that same spot with our films. You know
what that thing is? Truth. Honesty. Sincerity. But how can they
love something that in its making, we have always let them
keep messing up with, allowing them to create their own kind
of truth? Isn't Genevieve Nnaji's Lionheart, the first original
film from Nigeria to be acquired by Netflix, evidence enough
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of what sticking to our truth can be a boundless factor of
places our stories can traverse?
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Caleb Okereke
“Fiction Remains my First Love”

Kanyinsola Olorunnisola: Recently, you seem to have made a
shift towards journalism from your once-upon-a-time
preoccupation with literary publications. From AL Jazeera to
African Arguments, you clearly have your plate full. For your
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avid readers who have been waiting for such massive releases
as a follow-up to Safe Journey, is there hope for them (read:
us) to get another book from you soon?
Caleb Okereke: For starters, I don’t really see it as making a
shift. What I might be doing though is exploring writing and
storytelling in new ways because truly, the core of my work
has always been stories. That I started out telling stories
through fictionalizing them and in the written word doesn’t
mean that I have made a shift because I do the same thing
now, mostly through real-life experiences and often
employing video. I entirely understand your angle, but I must
say that while the format or medium might change, the goal
remains the same.
I once read somewhere I don’t remember that journalism is
what creative writers do to keep body and soul together while
they write their first book, I see myself in that quote. Also,
journalism for me was about giving non-fiction as much
attention and enthusiasm as I gave fiction. It has gone great
so far but fiction remains my first love and what it has done
is revolutionized my fiction, the type of true stories I am
confronted with from doing this reporting work on a daily
influences the kind of fictional stories I want to tell.
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To directly answer your question though, I do not have a book
in the works. A lot because between reporting and studying,
I can barely find enough time to do the hard work that is
writing a book, especially because I am aiming to write
fiction. I have a few ideas here and there, written a few
chapters of some of these ideas but there’s nothing set in
stone.
If it helps, I am applying to a few residencies (some of them
paid) to at least give me the space and time I need to go
past more than a few chapters. But that’s also tricky because
I need to find residencies that suit my timeline with school
and sometimes what looks like it suits your calendar, doesn’t.
I’ve gotten into two this year already, one of them on a
partial scholarship but I couldn’t attend because of timing.
The bigger challenge nonetheless is that I am looking to have
a book out by 2022, this would mean ideally that it has to be
written between now and next year if I want to meet that
timeline. Well, you can see how that is going.

KO: You moved quite a while back to Kampala, Uganda, for
school and work-related reasons (I suppose), what was it like
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moving to a whole new world? Was there a form of cultureshock? How did you adapt?
CO: I love Kampala, I always have. Long before I first came
in 2017. Growing up, my father worked for a company that
held workshops across the world and so I learned of Kampala
first from their training materials. It helped also that my
father’s stepbrother is half Ugandan, half Nigerian, make of
that story what you will.

To be more specific though, culture shock is something that
happens even between states within a country, so yes, there
was this new way of life sprawling in front of me that I had
to adapt to. And as Africans and owing in part to the gospel
of pan Africanism, there is the possible misinterpretation of
that concept to mean that Africans have a similar way of life
across countries but this is very false and the idea behind a
contorted understanding of pan Africanism is to represent
Africans within a stereotype, one that subsequently becomes
easier to typecast. It’s a case of rather than make this
continent of 54 countries diverse, why don’t we make them
similar and in so doing, singular? So yes, there was some level
of culture shock.
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One of my earliest examples happened in the first month I
arrived, I was at a Saturday game chill and someone whipped
out a deck of cards and suggested we play, the rules were
very different from anything I had seen and I who was a
champion of cards back home did very badly. Another
example was from 2017, I had gone out for dinner with a
friend and he suggested that we get a taxi back home so I
can get the experience, I said “cool,” imagining that
experience referred to something other than Uber which we
had been using. I said cool because, in Lagos, a taxi is a
special hire, but imagine my surprise when we emerged from
this expensive restaurant and my friend flagged down the
Ugandan version of a Danfo, I realized then that in Kampala,
a public bus was called a taxi.

It might be easier, I would think for a Ugandan moving to
Nigeria because Nollywood and the Nigerian entertainment
industry as a whole have gone continent-wide, to be honest,
and so most Ugandans I meet know a lot about Nigeria. They
know Danfo, they know Okadas, they even know Ojuelegba.
Nigerian music has crossed to Kampala bars, Nigerian
fashion, make-up, but the opposite is the case when the roles
are reversed, Nigerians have little idea about Uganda and
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some of my cousins still think I live in Zambia or Malawi. Only
one of these countries is even in East Africa. And it doesn’t
mean Ugandans are not creating, Ugandan artists are
creating, incredible art, incredible music, my best friend is an
amazing musician and actress from Uganda but that this
immense art being created rarely crosses East Africa means
the knowledge level is lopsided.

Adapting might as well have been facilitated because of this,
culture shock is harder when the space in which it happens
has no idea about your existence prior, but in some way,
knowing a lot about Nigeria meant that most Ugandans were
willing to carefully explain things to me and to do so, because
they kind of understood the space I was coming from, they
did this explanation within context. Boda riders, bar
attendants, waiters, almost everyone knows Nollywood (and
even though this isn’t an accurate representation of who we
are because most people I have met think Nigerians are loud
and are surprised to meet a soft-spoken one and that we add
“O” after every statement) but this has helped me transition
greatly.
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KO: From your writings, you are clearly not one to shy from
intellectual deviancy. But I'd like to know your take on
rebellion? What sort of rebellions do you think are necessary
in today's Africa?
CO: I think rebellion is imperative and I find this interesting
because just yesterday I was at a fireside chat with a very
famous international journalist who spoke about how being
objective and staying out of activism had helped his career.
I agreed with most of what he said that night but not that
bit, and it is a valid stance to take and one I entirely
understand because journalism is about objectivity and
taking a stand can often come across as a reduction in
credibility, but in my opinion, and what I have known to be
true, I believe it is this credibility that in turn leads us to take
a stand, that influences the rebellion we choose to take on.
If I am aware that people trust me to be a source of truth, it
means that I will invariably take up a rebellion against
misinformation and lies. So, one of the rebellions I think is
necessary for today’s Africa is fighting fake news, whether
from the state or from the masses.
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I have seen firsthand the damage misinformation can do and
just a few weeks ago when I was in Lagos during the
Xenophobic attacks in South Africa, I literally drove through
what must have been hundreds of young people wielding
sticks and threating to attack our car, they burned a few, we
were just lucky. These people didn’t fully understand
xenophobia, all they had seen was old videos of people being
killed in South Africa accompanied by new headlines of
Nigerians being murdered and this lead both to a loss of life
and property.

Another rebellion I think is necessary is the rebellion against
how Africa is represented in mainstream media and I like
that this is an insurrection that has garnered a lot of support
and so people are more cognizant of this typecasting by the
West, but it cannot be emphasized enough, because even in
2019, the New York Times can put up an ad for a Nairobi
Bureau Chief that; has a tremendous opportunity to dive into

news and enterprise across a wide range of countries, from
the deserts of Sudan and the pirate seas of the Horn of
Africa, down through the forests of Congo and the shores of
Tanzania and that this ad went through the international
editor without anyone seeing how racist it was? This rebellion
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is necessary, this anger, we should and be angry and very
much so.

KO: Interesting, So, what issues are you most passionate
about?
CO: I am very passionate about solutions journalism, this is
basically journalism that shifts the focus from what isn’t
working to what is working and if you notice, this has been a
constant streak in my storytelling. So, the DRC is deep in an
Ebola crisis, but what is the DRC getting right? Some of my
closest friends are from the Democratic Republic of Congo
and they do amazing work detailing solutions in the country.
I am also passionate about minority reporting and not
because I think that minorities do not have a voice as most
people often assume, a train of thought I find to be very
wrong because everyone has a voice, what they might lack,
however, is a platform but should they get one then that
voice as we have seen in times past, will reverberate across
nations. I started Minority Africa in 2019 and with generous
funding from the Solutions Journalism Network, we are
basically a digital publication providing solutions content on
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driven

multimedia

approach

that

is

immersive

and

interactive.
The goal is to increase the representation and visibility of
African minorities in mainstream media and it becomes even
more relevant when we consider that in some contexts and in
some spaces, we are all minorities. Muslims are a minority in
Uganda, for instance, but they are not in Nigeria. The
minority also doesn’t always have to be decided by number,
you can numerically be the majority but still because of social
and economic conditions, be the minority.
So I am passionate about representation, about being seen,
about balanced representation and visibility that is blinding.
So on Minority Africa, you will find a lot of stories about
different minority communities and persons, ethnic minorities,
religious minorities, sexual minorities and a host of others but
these stories will detail what’s working in these spaces, for
these people and not what isn’t.

KO: You have been involved in a lot of interesting initiatives
in the past. What next do you have planned? Do you have any
scheduled publications or projects you are currently working
on? Tell us what to expect from The Caleb Somtochukwu
Okereke
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CO: Besides Minority Africa which is my full-time job now as
I serve as Managing Editor, I am working on a documentary
which will be my first stint as a filmmaker, it’s out of Uganda
and is funded by a grant from One World Media.
I am also reporting on a few stories which I think will be huge
when they do get out because of their relevance and how
much work I am putting into them. I have a freelance writer
contract with the BBC but I have only been able to do one
piece because I am inundated with quite a lot but you should
also expect more BBC pieces from me once I can get some
space from school and life to pitch and write.
But primarily, I want you to watch out for Minority Africa and
the amazing work we’ll create in the coming months, I am
working with some of the best minds in journalism and data
from Uganda to Nigeria and with a lot of guidance and
funding from the Solutions Journalism Network so it’s almost
inevitable that we’d create amazing work.
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